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The purpose of this thesis is to shed light on the lifestyle and struggles of poor, country
people. In my collection of short stories, Mirror Image and Other Stories, I write
working-class characters who must learn to survive while working at low-paying jobs.
Many of these stories examine how frequently poor, country people are viewed by
society as undereducated or unattractive due to their dialect or wardrobe, and how much
of a negative effect these misperceptions can have on the individual. Often, my characters
decide through their actions, to negotiate their beliefs, desires, obligations and selves as a
way to feel accepted. Some of them must learn that rather than abandon or be ashamed of
their familial bonds or culture, they must embrace their families and the landscape and
find healing in what they know. In "High Heels and Pocketknives," Keni demonstrates
these struggles. As a teacher, she gives in to the requests of her boss to change her
wardrobe and teach a specific way, even though the requests box her in and make her feel
uncomfortable. Kerri also feels inferior to her mother-in-law due to class and
misperceptions. It takes the innocence of Kerri's child to understand that the pain and
isolation they all feel is the same regardless of age or class, and that the bond of family is
the only thing that can help them heal and cope. With this thesis, I strive to capture the
lives of poor, country people so that they are not lost forever. I have learned that I must
write these characters' stories in their own vo.ices in the same way Lawrence Naumoff
does-no matter how broken or fragile his characters appear, he does not try to protect
them, but acknowledges their need to speak their own stories. I hope that with these

characters by my side, I can one day learn to fully love and accept myself and experience
the freedom that comes with letting go of class and social anxieties.
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1.
Dovetail

Annie cranked the push mower and breathed in the smell of gasoline, let the
vibration work the tension out of her body. When she closed her eyes, she could almost
see her husband, Henry, his Pointer overalls faded and ripped, the front bib folded over
after going through too many safety pin fixes. Annie wiped a hand across her forehead
and stretched her back. She glanced at where she had already mowed. Grasshopper weed
stems stuck up all across the yard, like a field of tobacco after the leaves had been pulled.
Stubborn old weeds, she thought, and pushed the lawnmower across them again.
She glanced over at the empty tobacco field, now covered with tall weeds and
morning glories. They used to go to those fields with tobacco sleds and fill them with the
leaves. Sweat saturated their clothes and hair and they collapsed on the couch by the end
of the day.
Annie loved the smell of cured tobacco, sweat, and diesel that always followed
Henry inside to the bed. Just this morning almost five years after his death, she hobbled
to the shed, but the musty smell of feed sacks and forty-year-old dust masked the smell
she felt she needed to surround her.
Annie pushed the lawnmower past the shed where all of the mud-caked farm
equipment rusted. No one had driven the Jubilee tractor since Henry. Her neighbors had
sold their farn1s and there was talk of a new housing development moving in. Annie
loved her farm and tried to tell her nephew that she'd go down fighting before she would
sell the farm. He was just waiting, though.
She trailed along the sides of her garden with the lawnmower, the blower turned
to the outside, so she didn't blow grass and weeds in it and make more work for herself.
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Last spring, she'd seeded tomatoes, beans, and cucumbers there. She had to hang white
string and pie pans on tobacco sticks to keep the deer out. Now that summer was nearing
an end, she had harvested most of her vegetables, but a few more cucumbers lay dusty
and dirt-covered just below the leaves.
Annie pushed the lawnmower into the shed and locked it up. The sun reddened
the sky as she stooped over and trudged through the yard, holding on to her knees.

***
"Excuse me, ma'am." A man with a red flannel shirt peered into Henry's truck
window, the overhang of the tobacco barn shading him and making it hard to tell if she
recognized him.
"Can I help you, sir?" she asked, walking up behind him. The sun scorched her
arms.
The man jerked around to face her and stepped out into the light. His back
straightened. "Hi, ma'am. Name's Willie Thomas," He extended a hand.
"Annie." She reached for his hand. She always hated when people's hands felt
like a limp dishcloth, but hers couldn't be much firmer with the arthritis. He had a firm
handshake, though. Good man.
He rubbed through his hair. "Ma'am, I've just been driving by here lately and I
can't help but notice this nice truck here. You wouldn't happen to know who it belongs
to, would you? I'd like to talk to him about selling it." Willie rested his hand on the top of
the bed and peered over inside it.
Annie looked around and leaned against the wooden post that held up the barn.
"It's my husband's. I don't think I can part with it."
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His face dropped. "Oh. Well, I understand wanting to keep it an' all. You know
that's a '53 International though?" He rubbed a hand across the side of the hood.
She nodded. "I know good and well what it is," she said, the cold metal beneath
her hand.
"Ma'am, I'd really like to have this here truck. I'd give you a pretty penny. See, I
collect these old cars like this and show 'em. I ain't seen the likes of one of these in
forever. Been looking for one."
"Well, I'm sorry I can't be more help to you. I'd like to keep a piece of my
husband, if you understand that, sir." She pulled at the brim of her straw hat a little. "But
if you want, I can get you a sweet tea or lemonade and we can sit on the front porch and
I'll tell you all about it."
Willie nodded. "That'll be nice."
A few minutes later, Annie strode out of the front door with two sweet teas in
hand and paused when she saw where Willie sat. "Oh, no, no. That's my swing. You can
sit in this one over here."
Willie got up and the swing bounced up and down, back and forth. "I'm sorry."
"It's all right. My hips just give me a fit every time I sit down on that swing over
there for some reason." She handed Willie his tea and grabbed hold of the splintered
white wood of her swing as it came toward her. She eased herself into it and took a sip
from her glass.
"Well, I don't want to cause you no trouble." Willie sat down on the other swing
across from her.
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Annie stared at the truck as she planted her feet on the ground and swayed back
and forth in the swing. She took a sip of her tea, then pointed the glass toward the truck.
"We got that truck back in '53. He wanted to keep using that old Ford Model A but every
time we took it out on the highway, it was spitting and sputtering and we just couldn't do
a thing without ending up on the side of the road."
Willie took a sip of his tea, then stretched his long legs out in front of him and
leaned back.
"I told him, we was going to have to be getting a more reliable vehicle if we was
going to be driving anywhere into town. And you know, all these stores was getting
farther away and everything."
Willie nodded. "Yes ma'am, I do."
Annie put an arm across the back of the swing and adjusted herself, letting the
swing rock. The chains creaked as she went back and forth.
She and Willie talked until she had to tum on the porch light. Both their glasses
sat on the concrete porch, sweat rings beading up around them. Willie looked at his
watch. "Well, it's been nice talking to you, but I reckon I've got to be going."
The bugs clinked the porch light. Annie pushed herself up from the swing. "It's
been real nice talking to you."
Willie pulled out a bent up piece of yellow notebook paper from his back pocket
and wrote his number in Sharpie on the blank side. He scribbled out something on the
back side. "Just some measurements I had to take for something I was building," he said,
laughing, when Annie peered over at it. "If you ever change your mind about that truck,
you just give me a ring."
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Annie nodded as she watched him hop into his silver Mercury.

***
Lush green grass sprang up and flowers bloomed on the hill beside her house.
Everywhere she looked, light filtered through the trees and spread across the sky, the
ground. Her garden spilled over with vegetables, and metal tubs sank beneath the weight.
The aluminum pie pans made music against the tobacco sticks. She floated towards the
hill, surprised at how light and pain-free her body felt. A tall, skinny, shadowed figure
leaned over Henry's tractor with the hood up, then turned and waved at her. His face
lightened and he sprinted toward her.
"Henry," she shouted, and ran as well. His overalls jingled as he approached. So
handsome, like in his younger days and Annie couldn't wait to kiss him and hold him
again. But Henry stopped a few feet in front of her and she struggled to get closer, but her
feet wouldn't move. She tried to breathe him in, but she smelled nothing.

***
Annie snapped awake to the blare of the alarm clock. She jerked up in bed and
breathed hard, glancing around the room for any trace that what happened was real. But
her shoulders ached and the cicadas chirped outside her window.
The dream filled her thoughts the rest of the day; she couldn't get Henry off her
mind. She blared Hank Williams Jr. 's "Lost Highway" in the car on the way to Food
Lion, almost rulliling a red light in the process. She needed to go to the doctor and get a
new prescription on her glasses, but she didn't feel like having to sit in a dark room all
day or having to wear those goofy thin sunglasses with the side brows. She and Henry
always joked that she could be part of a Disney movie with those glasses. The car jolted
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and clumped, but when she looked in the rearview mirror, she didn't see anything on the
road, so she kept driving.
A few minutes later, her side of the car felt lower than the other side and the back
started bouncing up and down. "Well, I swany," Annie said, pulling off to the side of the
highway. She popped the trunk and pushed her door open-the door that had begun to
feel like lead in the past few months. A car whizzed by almost taking her door off the
hinges. Annie shut her door and drove farther off the road, then pushed herself out of the
seat. She walked around to the side of the car and kicked at the flat tire. The metal rim
almost touched the ground and the tire stuck out like a flattened pancake. No hope in
saving that one. Might as well try to pump it enough to reach the Shell station down the
road. Then maybe some nice gentleman would replace it for her. She opened her tool kit
and pulled out the tire gauge, but holding it in her hand, she felt the surge of tears welling
up inside of her. Henry's old tire gauge. She knew how to use it, but had never had to do
it herself, not in all their fifty years of marriage. Henry always drove her to town in his
truck and when they ended up on the side of the road with a flat the few times they did,
he would always tell her to stay inside the truck and keep warm, while he pumped up the
tire in the freezing cold and blasted the heat in the truck cab. Now, she set the bicycle
pump on the ground and pressed her arms against the side of the car as she bent down.
She cringed. After fumbling with the stem cap for what seemed like five minutes, it came
off and fell among the little black gravel. She ran her hands over the gravel. Why did all
the rocks have to be black and gray? She sighed and started to pump. She pumped until
her arms gave out, but the tire was nowhere near being full.
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Annie tried to push herself off the ground. She gripped the top of the tire and
pulled herself up, but she dropped the tire gauge and took another ten minutes just trying
to pick it up again. When she got in her car, she turned her hazard lights on and crawled
the car down the highway.
Tears dotted her worn, purple sweater, and Annie wiped her face with her sleeve.
As she pulled in the Shell station, the smell of gasoline and diesel filled her senses and
she smiled. The little bell on the door to the Shell station jingled and she folded her arms
across her chest.
The young man at the counter looked just like a younger version of Henry and
Annie had to do a double-take. Annie caught her breath and glanced at the boy's
nametag: Lawrence. He told her they would get her fixed up and about an hour later, she
was all set with a patched tire filled with air. She pulled out her wadded-up money, Abe
Lincoln's face hidden in the folds. But Lawrence told her not to worry about it, that it
was on the house. She stuffed a five in his hands anyway and told him to consider it a gift
to help feed his family that night. He just smiled and got a funny look on his face before
patting her hand.
The rest of the day, Annie felt a peace like she had never felt before. She thought
of the day Henry left her, his warm body sprawled out beside her in the bed. He had sat
on the side of the bed in his long johns that morning. His forehead furrowed. He rubbed
at his chest and gripped his arm, but when she asked him if he was okay, he nodded and
said the old age must just be getting to him-aches and pains and all. He moved slower in
getting ready, had to keep sitting on the bed and in the chair, scrunching his face up in
ways she'd never seen him do before, and the sun had already been up for over an hour
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by the time he pulled on his boots and walked toward where she stood in the hallway,
throwing a heap of dirty clothes in the laundry basket. He hugged and kissed her and she
had breathed him in.
"I'm going to go till now. I love you," he said. He kissed the top of her head like
he always did, then kissed her lips. "Never forget that." He paused before starting up the
hall. She followed him.
"I love you too, old man," she told him. "I'll bring you some water around snack
time." She threw the kitchen towel into the laundry basket and hoisted it to her waist as
the screen door snapped shut. When she looked out the laundry room window, Henry
trudged toward the tobacco shed, where he kept the rotary tiller.
And when she walked out to the field with the glass of water a few hours later,
she found him-Annie shook her head. She cried a little now, thinking about it, but he wanted to
go that way. Henry always told her that farmers are closest to God when they're working
the fields and she could see it in the way he plowed, the way he put all his energy into
making sure a plant grew. The little saplings they had planted to block out the new
pipeline a few years back had started to lose their needles the winter they'd had all that
snow, and Henry had built a shield around them with a blue tarp and tobacco sticks he'd
beat into the ground. And in the spring, he filled the shed with bags of fertilizer and had
her help him keep them fertilized the whole summer. Now, the lush pines came up past
her bedroom window and she could see the mourning dove every morning from her
window, feeding her babies.
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***
Over the next few weeks, Annie dreamed a lot. The animals were eating her
garden and she needed to get up. But she wanted to dance, wanted Henry to swing her
around the floor, their bare feet padding to the beat of his harmonica music as he played
for her. He shook his knees, wove his hands across one then the other in the Lindy and
she laughed, but when she tried to reach for him, her back cramped up and her legs felt
like lead weights. There was always something between them. He just sprang up and
moved like she hadn't seen him move in years. Moved better than he had the last time
they'd danced before he died. He'd dipped her too fast and threw out his back that time.
They ended up in the E.R. after she had to fight him to let her take him and the nurse had
asked how he managed to screw his back up so much.
"I's dancing with my wife and she tripped me," he said, winking.
The nurse had caught the wink and glanced at Annie, placed the blood pressure
cuff around the top of his arm. "Now, I find it hard to believe your sweet looking wife
would hurt a fly," she said.
Henry nodded. "Oh, she's a feisty one, she is," he said.
Now, Annie grabbed her head as a sharp pain jabbed her in the middle of her
forehead. She leaned back against the pillows. Her shoulders ached. Her chest felt tight,
her head dizzy and sore. She spent most of the morning trying to make herself get up
because she was tired of staying in bed. Even though she hadn't eaten much the night
before, her stomach felt full. No matter where she sat, she couldn't get comfortable
because her back and shoulders ached so much.
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Annie walked out to the shed. She couldn't stop thinking of Henry. Sunshine
filled the blue sky and the grass looked like it had just been watered, even though it
hadn't rained in days. The birds sang in harmony with each other, but her birdfeeder that
used to be filled with cardinals and blue jays had little fuzzy things-probably squirrels,
very small squirrels that stood upright, then tilted their heads toward the ground
hopping around, eating her bird seed.
Annie leaned against the oak tree, her hands numb to the rough bark. In front of
her, the tobacco shed door seemed so far away, but she trudged over to it and pulled out
her lawnmower. She cranked it and breathed in the smell of gasoline and fresh cut grass.
The vibration in the handles eased the tension in her back and when she glanced at her
birdfeeder again, about six or seven mourning doves danced around each other for food.
She squinted toward the doves, one so light, it almost looked ivory in the sunlight. The
dove tilted her head and listened to the ground, then pecked up something in her beak and
flew away. Annie was ready to go. Every ache in her body needed the relief. She pushed
all her weight into the lawnmower and began to feel lighter. The sun spread from behind
a cloud and flowers opened on the hills. A warm feeling filled the air behind her and she
turned around to see Henry, his brown eyes smiling like they always did when he looked
at her. She never knew going could be so sweet. She hesitated, closed her eyes and
opened them and stepped one foot forward. She reached her arms out and Henry swung
her around, held her as tight as he could and kissed her. The air smelled of cured tobacco
and diesel.
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Baby Blues

Teresa hung blue balloons on the door to the church fellowship hall, then strode
back over to check on Anna-Leigh, who was sitting right beside the present table, making
a poster, her blonde curls hiding the side ofher face. "Sweetheart, are you about through
with that? Your Mama'II be here any minute now."
Anna-Leigh squinted at the poster, tilted her head and looked at what she'd done.
She snapped the top back on the black magic marker, then held up her markered hands so
Teresa could pick it up. Anna-Leigh had done just as Teresa had asked and written "A
Baby's Coming" on the poster, and she had added her own little picture ofa stick woman
with a little round bump on her, her circle hands waving in the air and another little girl
probably herself-beside her.
Teresa pinned the poster on the wood-paneled wall, then went to help Gloria set
out dessert mints and chips. Why had she let Gloria talk her into helping with this baby
shower? She was probably the least familiar with babies and showers ofall the other
women in the church. She was also one ofthe only ones her age without a small baby or
pregnant stomach. But when Gloria called her and asked her to please help out a few
weeks ago because it was getting to be too much on her, she agreed.
On the far comer ofthe table, little squares ofcake with blue plastic pacifiers on
top stood like a bunch oflittle open mouths. Teresa pushed one ofthe pacifiers down on
the slice and the blue spray-painted frosting broke into white. That piece would be hers.
She licked the icing off her finger.
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Bowls clanked together as Gloria fidgeted in the cabinets. She pulled a few out
and set them down on the table. "Just think. You're probably going to be the next one we
have one of these for," she said, straightening the blue tablecloth. Her long, slender
fingers, even though starting to wrinkle, still looked like those of a piano player and she
could sure make that church piano sing on Sundays, had filled the church with her
playing ever since Teresa could remember.
"No. Not any time soon, I hope," Teresa said and popped open the bag of Lay's
chips.
Gloria pulled out some silverware from the drawer in the kitchen and put it on the
table beside the food. "Well, haven't you and Mike started trying yet?" Her dull, gray
eyes glistened and her silver curls bounced on top of her head.
Teresa shook her head and pulled down the sleeves of her green paisley blouse.
Just like Gloria to try to get in her business again.
"Don't let yourself wait too long or you'll get too old to have them. Doctors say
that once you pass your mid-thirties, there are more chances for something to be wrong
with them." She straightened the tablecloth, then looked around.
Teresa nodded. She was well aware of that, heard something similar every time
she went to work, every time she did anything with Mike's family, especially on
holidays. Sayings like, "Well, wouldn't it be nice to have a little Mike or Teresa running
around?" which his Mama kept saying over and over. But even though it might be nice to
have something so tiny to hold and take care of, she wasn't ready to have one yet. She
couldn't make the same mistake her Mama did and have a baby too soon.
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The door opened and Caroline walked in, her swollen stomach causing the front
of her light pink skirt to rise a little. Caroline smiled and waved but looked exhausted, her
makeup-less face showing light laugh lines around her mouth and eyes. They should have
had this shower way before she was about to bust open. She might be in the hospital later
tonight with stitches between her legs and a screaming baby. Then, she would really be
tired.
Anna-Leigh went to hug Caroline around the knees. She kissed Caroline's
stomach, then pulled her morn's hand over to her poster so she could see. Anna-Leigh
twisted her legs together, jerked a piece of her hair across her mouth and sucked on it. It
seemed like just yesterday that Anna-Leigh was a teeny little thing herself and now, she
was about to be a big sister.
Gloria snapped open the plastic corsage box and pulled out the white orchid,
holding it in her hands like she could break it. Then, she walked over to pin it on the front
of Caroline's dress, while Teresa walked around, trying to make sure everyone who came
in knew where the presents were supposed to go and where the Mama-to-be was so they ,.
could greet her.
The chatter picked up and Anna Leigh ran around with a few of the other kids,
squealing and hiding under tables. People moved over to the snack table and started
delving in the dessert mints, talking about dirty diapers, epidurals, and sleepless nights,
all while spilling the mints all over the table. Instead of eating like the rest of them,
Teresa hovered over the snack table, refilling the mints and picking up the ones that fell
on the tablecloth. She ate most of those.
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Soon, Evelyn walked in and everybody rushed to the door. Gloria grabbed three
month-old Michael. He cried and cried and Evelyn took him back from Gloria and stuck
a pacifier in his mouth. Once he got settled, Evelyn walked over to Teresa. The dimples
in her cheeks pressed in.
"Would you like to hold him?" she asked, holding Michael toward Teresa. "I
think about everybody else has." Teresa shook her head. She wasn't going to be holding
any baby if she could help it because the saying was that once you start holding babies,
your desire to have one would grow stronger and stronger and would take over until you
have one yourself.
Gloria just looked at her, then the baby, but she left it alone. Evelyn laid him
against her shoulder and cooed in his ear.
After a while, the chatter died down a little bit and the women leaned back in their
chairs, holding on to their stomachs and yawning. Teresa moved over to the present table
and pushed all the presents back against the wall. Caroline scooted her chair closer and
looked at one of the tags.
"Are you ready to start opening presents, yet, Sweetheart?" Teresa asked. Her
cheeks felt like they had to be red with all her running around and she peeled her straight,
brown hair off her neck and out from inside her blouse. She pushed her sleeves up to her
elbows.
Caroline raised her eyebrows and sighed, clasped her hands in front of her chest
and stared at the huge mound of presents on the table. She looked around. "Where'd my
daughter run off to?" When she spotted Anna-Leigh, she raised a hand and gestured her
over. "You want to start helping me open some of these?" she asked.
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Anna-Leigh pushed her hair out of her face and nodded. Teresa handed her the
first present. Anna-Leigh tore the wrapping paper off and threw it all over the floor.
"Let's not make a mess now. Throw it in here," Teresa said, holding out a garbage
bag.
Anna-Leigh threw the paper in, then Teresa hooked it on the side of the table and
stepped back to clear some of the trash where the people had eaten and left it on the table.
"Miss Anna-Leigh's getting to look just like you," Gloria said to Caroline over
the tearing of the paper. Gloria sat with the paper pad on her lap, pen poised in the air.
She repositioned the memory foam pillow behind her back and leaned against it.
Caroline looked over at Anna-Leigh, who had a half-opened present on her lap-a
Winnie the Pooh diaper bag. "Yeah, she's starting to act like me too. You know, the other
day, she went in the bathroom and got in my make-up case. I came in and she had powder
all over the floor and she was up on top of my sink, putting on eye shadow in my mirror."
The women laughed. "Well, they say, like mother, like daughter," Gloria said.
Teresa's face reddened and she went to put more dessert mints in the almost
empty bowl. She'd heard that one before in relation to herself, all the times she got in
trouble as a child.
Gloria cleared her throat and Teresa felt her staring at her. "Well, let's be glad
some of us didn't tum out so bad."
Teresa spilled half the mints on the table, but she picked most of them up and put
them back in the bowl.
No one said anything, but everyone seemed to shift in their seats. Evelyn took the
opportunity to put on chapstick. The air felt charged like lightning before a storm and the
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pulse beat in Teresa's ears. Teresa had grown up with Caroline and Evelyn, and some of
the older women in the church like Gloria knew her Mama. No one ever talked about her
anymore and how she ran off and left Teresa when she was only ten years old because
she could never be happy with what she had, and one day had gotten a crazy dream in her
head she wanted to chase that didn't involve a child, a dream that instead was filled with
advertising and fancy cars. And men. Lots and lots of men. But lately, Gloria had been
saying a lot more about everything and with talk of babies, Teresa had been thinking
about her Mama more than she ever had before.
After a while, the whole table and floor were covered with baby wrapping paper,
tissue paper and bags. Anna-Leigh skipped across it, holding a baby light-up toy. She
threw herself across her mom's lap and asked her to open it, but Caroline hushed her
because she was talking to some of the women. Anna-Leigh started throwing a tantrum
and kicked her feet; paper flew across the room.
Teresa grabbed a garbage bag and started tossing in paper. She crinkled each
piece of teddy bear and lettered wrapping paper up and threw it in the bag. She even
threw away the bows. But when she got to one piece of paper with little ripped babies on
it, she hesitated. Anna-Leigh grabbed up some of the paper and forced it into the bag
along with what Teresa had in her hand. Teresa smiled and thanked her.
Caroline got a bunch of typical baby stuff-a car seat, baby swing, and little bitty
blue and yellow clothes and then afterwards, she sat there with her hand on her stomach.
"I'm just ready to have this baby already," she said, running a hand over her forehead.
She'd been out of church for a while now because she didn't want to have the baby while
the preacher was up there preaching. "They'll probably put me on bed rest tomorrow so
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it's a good thing we did all this today. I appreciate it. It'll give me something to work on
setting up while I'm resting."
Evelyn waltzed around with Michael. "Bed rest means actually sleeping, not
wandering around. You don't want to go too early." She rocked Michael back and forth
in her arms, bounced him up and down.
Gloria nodded. "Umm hmm. Just be glad you didn't have to go on bed rest at six
months like Michelle. She about went crazy."
Caroline shook her head. "I don't know that I could sit still for that long. But, I
keep telling myself what I did with Anna-Leigh. It's all worth it when you get to hold the
baby in your arms and you're so tired, but you know it just came out of you."
"Nothing in the world like it," Evelyn said, putting Michael on her shoulder. His
eyes closed and his mouth puckered out. Bubbles formed, then popped as he seemed to
be sucking a pacifier that wasn't there. Evelyn kissed Michael's face and combed his
light brown hair forward. It looked like soft feathers.
Teresa started to clean up in the kitchen. The sun slit through the open blinds over
the sink and Teresa peeked out the window. A cat wandered around between the church
and the fellowship hall, her stomach dragging the ground.
The clatter of silverware in the sink broke Teresa from her thoughts.
"I tell you, I'll be surprised if he don't tum out to be a soccer player," Caroline
said, smoothing her dress over her bump.
Teresa thought she could see movement underneath the fabric.
Caroline smiled and reached for Teresa's hand. "Put your hand right there and
you can feel him," Caroline said.
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Teresa looked up into Caroline's eyes and jerked her hand to her face to brush
back her hair. Something moved across Caroline's stomach and Teresa's palm felt
sweaty. She wiped the sweat on her denim skirt and imagined a tiny hand or foot
reaching to have some kind of contact with the outside world. Then, she put her hand on
top of Caroline's stomach. The fabric rose against her hand, so soft. She kept her hand
there for a minute but didn't feel anything else.
Anna-Leigh hugged on to her mom's side and reached for her stomach. Caroline
patted the side of her head, then started singing, "Jesus Loves Me," and held her stomach
in her arms like a melon. Anna-Leigh chimed in. So much love there; even though the
baby didn't know what his mother and sister looked like yet, he could still feel them, still
knew how much they cared.
Teresa crossed her arms low across her stomach. Everyone had to learn to be a
parent the first go round, and everyone made mistakes. But she wouldn't let her Mama's
mistakes take away what might make her happy. Besides, she was satisfied with where
she was in life, unlike her Mama ever was. Who knew? Once Caroline's baby was born,
Teresa just might even hold it.

19.
Hot Cobbler

A car door slammed and Mindy peeked through the vinyl shower curtains on her
living room window. A red-head with fishnet pantyhose and black high heel shoes strode
up the driveway to her front door. Mindy pulled on her gardening shoes, grabbed Uncle
Scrappy, her pet goat, by the neck and ran around toward the back door by the time the
rapping came from the front door. The grass was still damp from the dew, so she had to
try to keep Uncle Scrappy's head up so he wouldn't take to eating grass. She peeped
around the comer of the house at the woman, who pulled out her cell phone and looked at
the time. She fluffed her hair and rapped again.
Mindy pointed Uncle Scrappy toward the porch steps, slapped him on the rear
end. He bleated as he cantered toward the front porch steps.
The woman acted like she'd seen a snake. She pressed herself up as close as she
could get to the house and threw her hands up in the air like she was about to be arrested.
Uncle Scrappy pawed at the ground, nodding his head. Nobody messed with his area. He
ran at her, and the woman screamed. She ran toward the end of the porch rail and sailed
over into Mindy's azalea bushes, rear-end in the air. Mindy laughed, clicked her tongue.
"That's good, Scraps," Mindy said as she held a carrot out to him. By that point, the
woman had gotten up from the ground and was running toward her car.
Mindy flailed her arms. "Stay away from my husband, you no good tramp," she
shouted.
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***
"What did you do today?" Harold said, pacing back and forth in front of Mindy.
He looked like somebody'd let an ant farm loose in his pants and the spots in the floor
creaked.
Mindy planted herself in the rocking chair in front of the fireplace, petting her
black, taxidermy cat, Ruffles. "What do you mean, honey? I just stayed right here."
"Does the name Suzie ring a bell?"
Mindy looked up and then shook her head. "Who's that?"
"Mindy, don't think I'm not on to what you're doing. I got a call from Suzie today
in tears because she said she stopped by to give me her keys and you set out Uncle
Scrappy on her. Mind explaining that?"
Mindy petted her cat harder and shook her head. "Oh, that's who that was? I
thought it was some pesky salesman. You know sometimes those Rainbow vacuum
cleaner people just can't seem to stay away."
Harold hooked his cell phone up to the charger. "I almost lost her business today,
thanks to you."
Mindy knew who the woman was even though she'd never seen her before. In
fact, she thought from the side of the porch, she'd smelled the same perfume she'd caught
a whiff of on Harold's striped seersucker work shirt every day for the last two weeks. No
mistaking the smell of "Sunflowers." If she pulled him int<? a hug right now, she could
probably smell it on him.
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Harold texted on his cell phone. "Just keep the goat inside when people come up.
I don't want to have a lawsuit on my hands." He kicked off his loafers and sat down
beside her, never once looking at her, but insisting to send text after text.
She tried to jerk the phone out of his hand, but when he scowled at her, she
decided she'd better leave him alone for now. But she'd seen the picture of the Sports
Illustrated model on the backdrop of his phone more than once and the texts from that
red-headed woman telling him things only Mindy should be allowed to say-she'd seen
it, but she wouldn't believe it. Not until he told her himself.

***
The next evening, Mindy glanced at her gold Timex watch and peered out her
kitchen window. She had called Harold earlier in the day and asked if he could please
make sure he was home for dinner. He said he would, but he couldn't give her a direct
time since he had to get so far on the counter top he was installing. She sipped at her
water and uncovered her rib platter. She pulled a piece of pork off one of the ribs and ate
it. They were getting cold. At last, the white work truck with Allen's Granite on the side
pulled up in the driveway. Mindy adjusted herself in the seat.
When Harold walked through the door, he didn't say anything to Mindy. He put
the Tupperware container with his lunch in it in the fridge, his shoulders tensed beneath
his shirt.
"Did you not eat lunch today, honey?" Mindy asked.
Harold wiped a hand across his neck. "I ate. Suzie fixed lunch for us." He patted
his stomach. ''I'm still a little stuffed to be honest."
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Mindy wiped the condensation off her glass of water. "Oh? What did Suzie fix?"
she asked, emphasizing her name.
Harold sat down at the table in front of her. "Chicken and Dumplins and some
kind of pie. That pie was great, whatever it was."
"Hmm," Mindy said, opening the lid on the rib platter and pulling off a few for
her plate. She spooned mashed potatoes on her plate, the spoon clinking the side of the
plate with each scoop. "So, when will you be finished?"
Harold picked a rib up and bit into it. "Still a few more days, I think," he said.
"She must have ordered one hell of a countertop for it to take this long." Mindy
slapped her rib down on her plate. Her birthstone necklace beat against her neck as she
moved.
''No. Her cabinets are just not that level," Harold said.
Mindy leaned back in her seat and stared at Harold. "At that rate you're going, it
sounds like her whole damn house must not be level."
Harold threw up his hand. "Old house." As soon as he got finished with his one
rib, he jumped up from the table.
Mindy's eyes widened. "Where are you going? I made some cobbler especially
for you. You have to eat a little while it's fresh." Her gray sweatshirt bunched under her
arms.
Harold put his elbows on the table "Not tonight. I told you, I'm pretty stuffed."
Heat rose in Mindy's face. "Why don't you eat just a spoonful?" she asked.
"Because I don't want cobbler," he said. "I think I'm entitled to not have cobbler
ifl don't want cobbler." The dim kitchen light cast shadows on his face as he leaned
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down closer to his plate. It flickered as the air conditioning came on. The muscles in his
arms were tight.
Mindy shoveled the cobbler in the dish with her spoon. Steam rose and blocked
out Harold's square jaw and nose. It curled around the light fixture, disappeared into the
popcorn ceiling.
"Besides, you get it so sugary." His wooden chair creaked as he leaned back.
"Oh, so now my cobbler isn't good enough for you?" Mindy sat up straighter in
her chair.
Harold shook his head, that innocent look on his face, like he'd just told his mom
he didn't eat the cookies out of the jar when the chocolate was smeared all over his face.
"No. That's not it."
"Then what is it?" she asked.
He looked away and sighed, as he squeezed the napkin in his fist. Sweat seemed
to glisten on the hair right over his ears like it did whenever he was nervous. Many times
she had fanned his face and listened as he would tell her what bothered him. But now, she
didn't want to hear about it.
In fact, if he liked Suzie's food so much better than his own wife's, he might as
well be put in his place. "Eat the damn cobbler," she said and slung a scoop in Harold's
lap.
Harold screamed and jumped up from the table. He wiped the hot cobbler off his
pants. He ran to the bathroom-probably to jerk off to a picture of some size two sports
model in one of his magazines by the toilet-even a raw penis wouldn't stop some men if
they saw a beautiful woman. Men needed to jerk off to something and he wasn't doing it
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to her. But he was in there a long time. Mindy didn't see him anymore until she got ready
for bed. He was already asleep, holding the pillow in both arms, the cover ripped off the
bed and draped across him.

***
The next day when he got home from work, he didn't come in like he usually did.
He didn't throw his shirt down on the floor; he didn't even seem to notice that she was in
the room-just a part of the furniture. He raised his eyebrows as he shoveled his green
beans in his mouth like it was a garbage disposal.
"I got a job down at Wrightsville Beach I got to start on tomorrow," he said
between bites. "Three day job, so I won't be coming home for a few days."
Mindy didn't say anything, but his jaw tightened with each bite. Harder and
harder. His ears were red. Just say it, Harold, she thought.
"Will anyone else be there?" she asked, never once taking an eye off him.
He stopped shoveling his food and looked up at her, his neck turning redder.
"Just one person," he said and continued to shovel green beans in his mouth. She
hoped he choked.
Mindy stared him down. "Is it a woman?"
He got still and Mindy thought she could see his shirt jumping right over his
heart.
"Maybe, but that doesn't matter. Just somebody helping me out. That granite's
heavy."
And she stared at him until she was sure the only reason he got up was to get
away from her stare because he sure as hell wasn't finished.
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When Harold went to sleep that night, Mindy slid his Carolina duffel bag out
from under the bed. She pulled out his khakis and striped dress shirts, collared golf shirts
and jeans. He had his nice boxers in there, ones she'd never washed before. She wasn't
stupid. She knew exactly what he was doing and he sure wasn't going to do a job. Mindy
peeped over at Harold to make sure her shuffling hadn't woken him up, but most of the
time, he slept like a log. He didn't even wear his wedding ring to bed anymore. In fact, he
didn't wear his wedding ring to work either. As much as she hated to admit it, she had
lost him a long time ago-back when she'd stopped caring what her hair and face looked
like, even when she went out in public. But, truth was, some men were only attracted to
women while they were young and looked pretty. And he had always been concerned
with the way he looked. So, she took the clothes to the kitchen and cut holes in them,
making sure his boxers looked like they'd been through Uncle Scrappy a time or two,
then folded them and put them back in the bag. She slid in bed beside her husband. He
would be gone in the morning when she woke up and she had to make sure he knew
where he stood. In fact, once he left, she'd be changing the locks out. She would be
making that trip to Lowes as soon as she woke up.

26.
Love Offering

Dale crawled around under Tina's house on the bare dirt and rocks, then peered at
the wooden support beams with his flashlight. Yep, just as he thought. She had termites.
As he flaked away the wood, the little bugs fell to the dirt, their transparent wings raised
on their backs. He slid out from under the lowest part of the house, and had to duck under
the hot water line. When he pushed open the wooden door, Tina stepped out on the
splintered deck in her housecoat, salt-and-pepper hair in rollers. A toothbrush hung out of
her mouth and she spit over top of the railing and wiped her mouth on her sleeve.
He pushed the door closed, pulled the nailed-in piece over it to keep it there.
"Well, Tina. Looks like you've got some termites under your house," he said.
"I do?" she asked. "Damn." She tapped the toothbrush on the railing before
sticking it back in her mouth. "How bad is it?"
"Well, you got to get something done for it or else you might have to get someone
to rebuild your whole house." He pulled out a paper pad and started going through the
figures with her. But she kept scratching her fuzzy slippered shoe on her other leg and
shifting her weight. Halfway through, she started taking the rollers out of her hair.
"Now, I don't know if I can do all that. What's the cheapest you got?"
He pointed to his figures on the paper, but she just shook her head.
"Damn, boy. You'd think you'd have something cheaper than that. Us old ladies
don't have that much money just lying around somewhere. Can't you just put a little gas
under the house and smoke 'em out? How much is that?"
"We don't really do anything like that," he said.
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She ruffled a hand through the side of her head that had the rollers out. "Well, I
just can't do it," she said. "Maybe I can go see about getting something from Wal-Mart or
something."
Dale glanced at his white truck, the green words fading off the side. He might be
able to spray a little bit for free. Tina's daughter and cousin had been devoted customers
to the bug service for twelve years back when they lived closer. Sweet people and Tina
didn't need her house caving in on her. But with that mouth she had on her, she'd
probably tell the whole town about what he did, ranking him up to status of some kind of
angel, and the boss would find out and he'd get fired-or at least not able to make house
calls anymore. And he needed to keep that job, for Jolene and Ted if nothing else. So, he
wished Tina luck and told her that he'd try to talk to the boss man and see if anything else
could be done.

***
When he made it home from work that night, Ted sat on the ground with a Mason
jar, running the mouth along the ground. "Daddy, daddy. Come here," he said, without
stopping. His stringy blond hair fell in front of his eyes, but he kept shaking his head to
get it out. Dirt covered his overall shorts, smeared across his hands and face, like it did
every day.
Dale set his plastic lunch box at the bottom of the porch step and walked over to
stand beside of him. "What you got there?" he asked, stepping under the shade of the
maple tree. He knelt down so he could see better.
"I don't know. It won't go in my jar," he said. Ted pushed his legs beneath him
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and leaned over the beetle, casting a shadow on it. He backed up so the shadow
disappeared and he could see.
Dale cupped his hand around the back of the beetle and pushed it in. "Well, that
seems to be a regular ground beetle."
Ted turned the bottle upright, the beetle sliding down the side of the glass. "I want
to keep him in my room," he said.
"I don't think that's a good idea. I try to spray this house to keep those things out.
I don't need you bringing 'em inside."
"I'll be extra careful that he don't get out," Ted said, tightening the lid. He hadn't
poked any air holes in the top of the jar so the beetle would probably be dead in a few
days anyway.
"Well, all right," Dale said.

***
"Does this dress make me look fat?" His wife, Jolene, stood in front of the mirror
in a blue and pink paisley dress and she seemed to be sucking her stomach in hard. But it
still stuck out a little ways.
"No," Dale said, and started to take off his work clothes.
"It does, doesn't it? I thought it did," she said. She put a hand to her stomach to
flatten it out, but then let out her breath and flung the closet door open again. "It don't
seem I have nothing to wear anymore. I've been wearing the same thing now for years."
They all had. The only one who'd gotten anything new was Ted and that was
because he'd been growing like a weed and they couldn't put one thing on him before
he'd done outgrown it and was ready for something else. Good thing most of his clothes
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came from some lady at church who gave them all her son's old hand-me-down clothes.
Or else, Dale didn't know what he'd do. And he was glad Bug-B-Gone supplied his work
uniform or he might not have anything to wear all week either.
"Well, Christmas is coming, sugar. You just might have to put a new dress on
your list," he said, as he threw his dirty work uniform in the clothes hamper. He usually
got some kind of bonus at Christmas and he'd seen her eying that navy blue dress in the
window of Elliot's clothing store. He about had enough money to put it on layaway in
fact and pay a little down for the next few months. And this year, he was going to try to
buy that new nerf gun that Ted said he wanted and that all the other kids around town had
but him.

***
Dale walked into work the next day and punched the clock. He grabbed the file he
had for Tina and added the papers he had in his hand to it. Then, he adjusted the ball cap
on his head and strode over to Tim, the boss man's door and rapped on it.
"Can I ask you a quick question before I start running calls?"
Tim gestured toward the plastic seat in front of his desk. "Sure. Sit down. What
brings you here?" He must have been going somewhere important or had a lot of
meetings because he wore a light blue button-up shirt and no hat, not his regular uniform.
And he had shaved his face.
"I was hoping I could discuss one of our customers with you," Dale said, opening
the file folder and pulling out the folded up pieces of paper he'd slipped in earlier.
Tim pulled himself closer to the desk. "All right."
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"Well, one of the ladies I went out to see yesterday, Tina, has some termite
trouble, but I don't think she has it to pay for right now. I was figuring it out and Tina's
family has been some of our most devoted customers-they've been with us for about
twelve years now and made us around three hundred dollars extra than we would be
making otherwise. When we run calls, it's only about twenty-five dollars four times a
year. So I was thinking that you might could let me cut her a deal."
Tim sighed and put a hand on his head. He opened his mouth, so Dale continued
before he could say no right off.
"Not too much. Maybe instead of charging twelve hundred dollars, we might
could charge her five or six hundred-something that might be a little easier for her to
pay."
Tim shook his head and leaned back in his chair. It creaked. "I'm sorry, Dale. I
hate it that she can't pay her bill, but I can't do that. Because ifl do it for one, I'd have to
do it for everyone. She's not the first person this has happened to."
Dale tapped his fingers on the sheet, then shut the folder. "I understand, sir."

***
That evening, Ted ran right up to Dale and held out his Mason jar, almost before
Dale had time to get out of his car. Ted didn't seem to mind the gravel under his bare feet
like he usually did and panted like he'd run a marathon. "Daddy, daddy. Something's
wrong with my beetle. He won't get up."
Dale hit the side of the jar and the beetle slid around the bottom, legs flailing in
the air.
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"Aww. He just got turned over is all. We just have to help him get back up." He
walked over and picked a piece of mulch up from Jolene's flower bed and stuck it down
inside. The beetle flailed his legs some more and tried to grasp the mulch, but every time
he tried to pull the mulch out with the beetle on it, he'd hit it against the side of the jar
and it would fall back down again. So, he stuck his finger down in there and picked it up.
He could feel the ridges on its back, just like the times he was a little kid and had to catch
a whole mess of 'em to bring in to class for a science project. The bugs had filled a little
shoebox he had-bugs of all kinds as a matter of fact-and his teacher had gasped and
jumped back when she saw that one of the bugs was a black widow spider and it was
feasting on a cricket-had it all spun up in a web. But he'd been careful getting that one
down-he'd used two sticks to pull its web down and let it drop in the shoebox below.
Now, the beetle sat still in the jar and whenever it tried to move, its steps were
slow. He picked up the top of the Mason jar and pulled out his pocket knife. He speared
holes in the top and when Ted asked him what he was doing, he told him he was helping
the beetle breathe. Ted smiled and ran off, holding both hands onto the jar.
And that got him thinking that maybe he should try to help Tina. Later, when
Jolene was standing over at the stove, fixing up some mashed potatoes, he stared at her
back, her shoulder blades spearing out like wings with each stir of the bowl. She held the
bowl against her and hummed, her feet padding on the floor and her apron swaying back
and forth. She needed that dress. No way he could make her wait for it to help out some
other woman he wasn't even kin to.
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***
But when Pastor Sharpe preached that Sunday, something weighed on his heart.
Pastor Sharpe stood behind the podium, his arms flailing in the air, then grasping on to
the podium. His voice was loud in the microphone and Jolene couldn't stop shouting and
praising the Lord beside him. It was almost as ifPastor Sharpe were preaching right to
him, and apparently to Jolene too-a message about helping out those in need and how
Jesus helps us out whenever we need something, but only ifwe believe in his words and
turn it all over to him. They both went down for altar call at the end ofthe service and
Ted placed an arm on both oftheir backs. But when he got up, he felt like maybe Jolene
would understand ifhe helped Tina. So, he asked the pastor at the end ofthe church
service if he could talk to him for a few minutes. Another one ofthe women said she'd
drop Jolene and Ted off at the house so he could take all the time he needed.
After the congregation left, the pastor put a hand on Dale's back and led him
down the red carpeted aisle and to the front ofthe church, neither ofthem speaking. He
opened the wooden door and flipped on the light. When Dale stepped in, the red carpet
and wooden walls gave him little comfort. "That sure was a moving message you
preached this morning," he said, striding to the wooden pew that sat in front ofthe
pastor's desk.
The pastor took a seat at his office chair and flipped on the desk lamp with the
green shade on it. "I'm glad you enjoyed it." His big belly pushed against his dress shirt,
and his smile took up his face.
Dale sighed and touched his wedding band before looking up. "Pastor, I just have
something on my heart and I'm not sure what I can do." He took a deep breath and bit his
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lip. "One of my customers is in her eighties and can't get around very good. She don't
have any family around here, and when I was spraying her house the other day, I found
out she has termites." He rubbed his hand on his pants to get off all the sweat. "She can't
afford to pay for it and my boss told me he can't cut her a deal. But when I was over there
the other day, I thought I should spray anyway, even though she didn't pay me. Problem
is, I can't lose my job. I was hoping that maybe you could help me figure out something
that I can do to help her."
Pastor Sharpe examined a pen. "We do stuff sometimes with people who need
stuff like help paying their heating bill or something else they're struggling with. Usually
we do love offerings-you've been here for some of them, haven't you?"
Dale nodded.
"This sounds like a worthy cause. I'll have to talk to the board members and
discuss it." The pastor looked up at Dale, then straightened his suit coat.
Dale nodded. "Thank you. I appreciate it and I'm sure she will too."
The pastor stepped around and placed a hand on Dale's back. "Let us pray," he
said and he prayed for Tina and her family and that God would lay on Dale's heart what
he should do for her.

***
The next Sunday when the collection plate went around, Dale put in his regular
tithes. But the whole time they were sitting in service, he kept thinking about the money
he had in his billfold-the money he was going to use to finish paying off Jolene's dress
and get it to her by Christmas. He'd scraped just enough together to get that nerf gun for
Ted. But Jolene. Jolene never asked for a thing. She needed that dress and it would at
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least be another paycheck before he'd make that money again. But Tina's house was
falling in and that was something that, if it waited, would cause her to be without a place
to live. And she already didn't have anybody in her family that he knew of that lived
close. So when the end of the service came and Pastor Sharpe said they were going to
take up a love offering for one of the members, he slipped a twenty in the plate-only
half of what he had. He could probably get Jolene that dress by New Year's if he picked
up some extra shifts. And he promised he would. He just looked down at the only pair of
dress pants he owned and then at his wife. He took her hand.

***
Ice hung on the trees and there was a chance of snow. It was only a few days
before Christmas-Dale's last shift before he got to enjoy the next few days with his
family. He pulled up in Tina's driveway and knocked on the door. "I just wanted you to
know I'm here, in case you heard a little noise. I'm here to take care of them termites for
you."
She pulled the robe around her tighter and bit at her fingers. "But, I didn't call you
to come over here today. I don't really have it to pay you with."
"Don't even worry about that," he said. "We've got to get these things gone." He
opened the door and crawled under the house. He sprayed everywhere. Sprayed until he
was certain that every bug was gone and that she wouldn't have any more problems with
them. Then he set out monitoring stations that covered the perimeter of her house.
Tina tapped on the edge of the deck rail. "Can I ask you who paid for this? I want
to thank whoever was so kind."
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Dale just shook his head. "Tina, he's the reason for the season. You just have to
pray and thank him for what he's done for you."
Tina's eyes got wet and she fanned her face. She nodded and stood on the deck as
Dale drove off

36.
Postmarked Sacramento

"I'm beginning to believe I need to go to a doctor," Sharon told Doug, as she
stretched out across the king-sized bed. The ten-year-old comforter scratched her bare
arms and the artificial light overhead blinded her. Everything she looked at was blocked
out by a dark spot. She wanted to reach over and pull up the navy shades to let in the
natural sunlight, but she didn't feel like moving.
Doug plopped down beside her. "Are you sick?" he asked.
Her stomach rolled as the bed sank beneath his weight. "I don't know. I just don't
feel right anymore." She held her hands out, examining her nails, damaged from ripping
off the acrylics after Dana's wedding. She hadn't felt right in three months. Not since the
day Dana rode away in her husband's Dodge truck-it had been a sight watching him
hoist her up in there and she worried Dana would fall and break a leg-with her wedding
dress still on and when they drove away, Dana's hand waved to them out of the half
rolled down window.
Sharon sat up and Doug rubbed over her back, his strong hands kneading the hard
knots in her neck and shoulders. "Is there anything I can do to help?"
She shook her head. "No. Not unless you can bring Dana back." She smoothed a
hand across her jeans and glanced at the grandfather clock in the comer that could never
keep time.
Doug breathed and made a sound. His hands spread across her back and ran down
her arms.
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"Or at least make her call me back. I've left messages and she hasn't returned a
one of them." She looked at the cordless phone that sat on the small, unfinished
nightstand beside the bed, like she had countless times. When she called, she liked to
alternate between it and her cell phone. Black smudges were on the receiver and if she
picked it up, she would see the makeup on the earpiece. The spot around the phone was
the only part of the nightstand that was dust-free.
Doug pushed between her shoulder blades. "She told us she would be busy when
she left. You know yourself that being a nurse takes up a lot of time. And she'll be
working all kinds of shifts."
She sighed. Maybe so, but too busy for her own mother? Sharon still had time to
see her mom when she worked as a nurse at the assisted living home up on the hill near
Santa Maria Restaurant and her mom lived at least thirty miles away. She even visited her
sometimes at midnight when she got off-whenever her mom needed Sharon. Dana had
only called her once since she got married to tell her how beautiful the California coast
was-the Pacific Ocean a blue-green color-not gray and brown like the water that
lapped the North Carolina coast back at home. But Dana hadn't said a word about
missing her. After twenty years of living in the same place, how could she not miss her
when every day all Sharon could think about was if she was eating right (she had
diabetes) and whether or not her husband knew that she liked it when she made her green
Jell-O (not the red or the peach or all those other flavors-and that was important) when
she was sick and let her eat the jellier part that accumulated in the bottom of the bowl.
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***
Sharon picked up her cell phone again and dialed Dana's number. But Dana's
voicemail picked up and she hung up. Sharon just might have to get on a plane and fly
out to California to check on her. But Sharon had never flown on a plane in her life and
ever since 9/11, she had vowed she would die having never flown. Plus, Dana had told
her that the security was crazy at the airports and that people couldn't carry liquids and
had to take off their shoes, belts and almost strip down naked to fly anymore. She didn't
want to be violated. But she just might have to for Dana.
When she told Doug her idea, he put a hand on her arm. His face softened under
his five o'clock shadow. "I know how much you miss her, but you've got to back off
some. I'm sure she's fine and just hasn't had a chance to call you back yet."
"You don't think she's ignoring me, do you?" Sharon asked. Her eyes hurt from
crying so much and she was sure they must be red.
Doug shook his head. "If she was ignoring you, she would have never called you
that one time she did. I have no reason to believe she's ignoring you."
Sharon sighed. He was right. Dana had never ignored her in college. Even though
UNCG was just down the road and Sharon could go visit her any time she wanted (and
often did), Dana made sure to schedule time with her when she came in on the
weekends. One time, she had bought Sharon tickets to see Josh Groban-her favorite
singer-in concert in Raleigh. Sharon loved the silky smoothness of his voice as he
belted out songs, even if she had no idea what he said. And even though Dana's finals
had started that Monday, Dana went with her. They drank strawberry milkshakes and
looked for Sharon a new pair of shoes for the wedding.
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Sharon walked to the mailbox. Usually it overflowed with bills, but today,
something peeked out of the pile-a package postmarked Sacramento, CA. When she got
inside, the first thing she did was slit it open with the knife. Inside, a handwritten note
from Dana read, "Hey, Mom. Just wanted you to have this." She unwrapped the tissue
paper and found a seashell picture frame with a picture of Dana and her husband,
standing on the beach with the pier behind them. Sharon smiled and tears filled her eyes.
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High Heels and Pocketknives

A car door slammed and a muffled female voice wafted from the side of the small
road that circled Cedar Hills Cemetery. Kerri turned to see Eric's mom, Betty, stepping
over the curbing, holding a wreath with bright flowers. Her face looked gray and the
wrinkles on her forehead imprinted deeper as she tried to keep her high heels from
sinking in the soft dirt.
Kerri turned away and walked toward the red Buick, hoping Betty hadn't spotted
her. She had to get to the giant cedar in front of the Keats mausoleum to get out of view.
"I would run too if I missed church this morning," Betty said to Kerri, as Betty
passed by the Jones headstone, and the Martins, then laid the wreath on Eric's grave
where the headstone would be soon.
Crap. She'd been spotted. If she ran away now, she'd never hear the end of it.
Kerri walked on her tiptoes to Eric's grave so the bottom of her jeans wouldn't soak up
the dew.
Of course Betty would put her flowers front and center, moving the bouquet of
yellow daisies and goldenrod Kerri had just lain down. In fact, she'd completely taken
Kerri's flowers off and looked at them as she spoke: "Pastor Greg read the sympathy card
the church left for us," Betty said, as she tried to pick the petals off the yellow daisies.
"Shame you weren't there to hear it. And Sue brought in another pan of baked beans she
wanted me to share with you."
How come she was messing up her flowers? Kerri strode over to where she stood
and about decided to rip the flowers out of her hand, but the stems were weakened from
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being in the ditch in front of her house, where the cars blew them around. And now, Betty
squeezed the stems. Yes, Kerri was sure to break them if she tried to grab them. "What
are you doing?" Kerri asked.
Betty looked up, holding the flowers out toward her as if she had asked the
stupidest question on earth. "Getting rid of these. Eric wouldn't like them. Don't you
know he was allergic to ragweed?" She shook the bouquet in her hand and stared at
Kerri. "I hope you didn't have these in the house. No wonder he was sick."
A weight seemed to rise from Kerri's stomach and rest on her lungs. "It's not
ragweed; it's goldenrod. Not the same thing." She grabbed the flowers out of Betty's
hand. "And that wasn't what made him sick anyway." She ran her fingers over the small,
golden flowers. She knew her flowers. Goldenrod was one of her favorites.
Betty fake cried, trying to do what she could to get someone to feel sorry for her,
but Kerri wouldn't fall for it this time. Betty stood between Kerri and Eric's headstone
and wiped tears from under her eyes. She could make a waterworks go off any time she
wanted with just the drop of a hat. The whole town knew it. Ask anyone and they'd tell
you. "I'll be stopping by later to take some of Eric's things and help you tidy up a bit."
Kerri whipped around. "What things?"
"You know, I am his mother, and I know how much of a hoarder Eric was," Betty
said.
Yes, Eric did have a lot of things and it would probably take forever to clean up
everything when he couldn't stay away from auctions and flea markets to save his life,
but she wasn't ready yet. Heck, wouldn't the woman let her grieve longer than a few
weeks before she tried to swoop in and take what she could? Kerri couldn't give anything
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away-not yet. Not even the one-eared dog statue that he bought from an estate sale, and
Kerri hated that statue. "You're not coming in my house and taking anything." Kerri
stepped forward. "His stuff stays with me. I know good and well he left some of his crap
at your house too." Kerri squeezed the flower stems without thinking. "That should be
enough for you."
Her shoulders went up and she looked like someone had hit her unnoticed. "But I
wanted to at least see what all he had there." She ruffled a hand through the back of her
curly hair-Kerri was surprised she had let the gray start showing on top. Betty's jaw
muscle tightened and she seemed to be trying to hold back tears. "I was hoping you'd be
a little more understanding." Betty wrinkled her forehead and turned to face Eric's
headstone, dabbing at her eyes. And as a breeze billowed out her purple flowered skirt,
she turned and walked away without once looking back at Kerri.

***
She had overslept again. That damn alarm clock decided it was going to screw her
over yet again by not going off and this was not the morning she needed to be late for
work. Kerri ran around from kitchen to bathroom to bedroom, thinking about her lesson
plans for Earth Science and that meeting she had to go to after lunch. She ran in her son,
Landon's, room, with one leg of her pantyhose still dangling off the other and shook his
shoulders. "Landon, baby. Time to wake up," she said.
His eyebrows rose, but he didn't open his eyes. He wrinkled his forehead and put
his face in his pillow.
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"Come on. Mommy's running late for work. Sleepy time's over," she said, as she
hopped around, trying to get the other foot to go in the pantyhose. A big run went up the
side of her leg, so she peeled the pantyhose off and threw them at the trashcan.
Landon started to fuss. She peeped back in his room and his face scrunched up
like he was about to burst into tears at any minute. Not today. She rubbed his hair out of
his face, but stopped when she felt how hot his head was. She put her cheek against his
forehead. He was bound to have a fever; he was burning up.
"Mommy, my tummy hurts," Landon said. He pulled up the bottom of his red and
blue Captain America pajama shirt so she could see his little white belly rising and falling
with each breath.
Kerri couldn't stay home with Landon today. She probably could get by with any
other day, but not today. Livingston Community College's Science Department Chair
needed to meet with her about her performance evaluation. Her face heated every time
she thought about it because when the chair came in to sit in on her class at the beginning
of last week, everything went awry. She had her lesson plans written down on paper and
had hoped that the students would cooperate on that one day more than any other, but
they had all shut down-even the two students who usually talked-and she stumbled
through the lesson and ended up letting them out early because she didn't have anything
else to say. So, as much as she wanted to miss this meeting, if she did, she was pretty sure
she might not be staying in her job long. At least she could try to come up with
something to defend herself if she was there.
So, she did something she did not normally do under any normal circumstances,
and it pained her to do so. She had to call Betty to come stay with him.
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Kerri mashed the numbers on the phone until her fingertips turned white.
"Uh huh," Betty answered, like she did ever since she'd finally broken down and
gotten caller ID last month. Betty liked screening calls more than anything and she liked
to go back on her caller ID list later and see who'd called her during the day. It almost
seemed to give her more excitement than peeping through her binoculars at her neighbors
to make sure they hadn't killed each other yet. As long as they were still walking past the
windows, it meant she was saving their lives by keeping an eye on them, she'd told Kerri
when Kerri told her it was a crime to be a peeping Tom.
"Betty, sorry to bother you, but I might need you to watch Landon until I get off
work today. He's a little sick." Kerri paced across the room, staring at her fingernails.
Betty sounded like someone had taken over the world and killed everybody. "Oh,
goodness. My grandbaby is sick?" her voice raised a couple of octaves and she breathed
in the phone. "I shouldn't be surprised. You couldn't take care of my boy and now, you
can't take care of my grandchild."
Heat rose in her chest and she tapped her foot on the linoleum. "I can take care of
him just fine. It's just-"
But Betty hadn't stopped talking a second. "All you do is stay over there jabbing
your jaws off. You'd think that somebody who talks about biology would be better with
taking care of a child."
Kerri squeezed the phone cord and stared at the chicken head ceramic clock on
the kitchen wall as Betty kept on. She had to get a word in. "Running late." She glanced
at the second hand ticking. "Just answer the question."
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She paused before speaking and was probably looking around, making sure
nothing was out of its place. "Well, I guess. Let me get all the stuff I need to take care of
him because I know you ain't got nothing there." Betty sighed. "Might just be better to
bring him over here so thataway he can be in a clean environment. I know how you keep
house."
"I do just fine with it." Kerri held her breath to keep from going off on Betty. She
breathed out. Taking him to Betty's house would probably work out for the best anyway
since she didn't really like the idea of leaving her in her house unsupervised. No telling
what Betty might take or move around of Eric's, especially since she had already let
Kerri know that's what she wanted. And since she had found out where all his stuff was
by snooping in their room when she used to come over to see Eric, she'd more than likely
move it or take something and not even think twice that she was doing something wrong.

***
The Department Chair, Dr. Williams, slid a paper across the table toward Kerri,
then leaned back in her seat with her arms crossed. Kerri's face turned red at just how
low her performance evaluation score was. She did bad, but didn't think she did that bad.
"Would you like to tell me what happened in class?" Dr. Williams asked, tapping
her pen on the table.
"You caught me on a bad day. I'm sorry. I usually do better. I just don't know
what happened."
"I'm beginning to wonder," Dr. Williams said. "Your score was a little higher last
time, but not by much. And your student evaluations from last semester weren't much
better."
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Kerri breathed out and tried to keep from crying. Eric had gotten sicker at the end
of last semester and that had affected her teaching more than she needed it to. But she
hadn't told anyone in the Department about it. She didn't think anyone would understand
if she told them·, so she just dealt with it herself. And she'd seen the student evaluations
before when they sent them to her. She swallowed hard.
"People want this job, Mrs. Southwater," Dr. Williams continued, standing up
from her seat. "I see you've worked on your physical presentation that we talked about at
the last meeting, but this job takes more than just looking nice. You have to try to teach
the students something too," she said. "You should be aware of the guidelines you have
to follow for your classes. It's in the handbook."
She sighed. "Okay, Dr. Williams. I'll do whatever it takes." She had always tried
so hard to make sure her lesson plans were flawless and that she had everything written
out. Maybe the thing to do was start using Powerpoint too so the students could follow
her and she could stay on track. She hated Powerpoint though like she hated any kind of
technology.

***
On her way home, she couldn't stop thinking about her meeting and how much
she needed to keep her job. She had to keep it first and foremost for Landon. And right
now, he was at home waiting on her. He needed to go to a doctor. Ifhe was still not
feeling well by the time she got home, she would take him to Prime Care. Probably just
that stomach bug that was going around everywhere, but she needed to be sure.
When she stepped up to the heavy white door of Betty's mansion that sat with
other high dollar homes in a cul-de-sac, Betty peeped through the peephole, then opened
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the door, holding an Avengers cup in her hand, stirring out the Ginger Ale bubbles with a
green flexible straw. She ushered Kerri in and they both meandered to the gourmet-style
kitchen. Kerri wanted a kitchen like that with an island in the middle of the floor and
wide open spaces, the dark cabinets giving the whole room a cozy feeling. Not like her
cabinets, white, and stained with their hand prints right around the handles and the
refrigerator door that couldn't even open all the way without hitting her cabinets. She
didn't even have a dishwasher.
Now, Betty wandered back and forth, trying to clear up the mess that took over
the marble countertop and spilled over into the sink. "I went ahead and took him to the
doctor for you. Doctor says it's just an old stomach bug," Betty said. She adjusted her
glasses, then slid the cup to the side. The straw floated to the top.
"I could have taken him to a doctor." Kerri flexed her hands at her side. Why did
she always have to intrude?
Betty wagged a finger in front of Kerri's face like a Mama scolding her child.
Fitting, since Kerri always felt like a child when Betty was around. "Don't you worry. I
know how terrible your insurance is working over at that community college. I paid
everything in cash. Didn't have to file anything." Betty flipped the dishwasher open and
put in some of Landon's dirty dishes.
"I would have been just fine taking him over there today and paying, thank you. I
am not some low-down person who can't afford anything," Kerri said, pushing the straw
back down in Landon's cup. The fizz died out.
Betty threw her hands up. "Well, I didn't say you were. I just-"
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Kerri strode toward the guest bedroom with the cup to see her son and get him out
of there. Landon's skin paled against the navy sheets and his lips looked like cherries.
"How are you feeling, baby?" she asked, putting a hand to his forehead.
"The doctor said my tummy's all rumbly and that it don't want to go to sleep. But
I didn't like the doctor because he stuck me a lot. Look." He pulled up his sleeve.
Nothing there.
Betty stood at the door. "Oh, hush now. They only did a few shots, took some
blood work. You act like they took out your liver or something. Kids nowadays can't deal
with a little pain. Just like his Daddy."
"Well, it hurt," he said. His cheeks were splotchy. He crossed his arms.
"And you have every right to be upset." Kerri stared at Betty.
Damn grandparents trying to screw up their grandkids' lives when they already
screwed up their own kid's life. She was such a hypochondriac and maybe that's why
Eric wouldn't go to a doctor once they got married-he was forced to go so many times
when he didn't need to when he was younger. Traumatic events as a child lead to crazy
ideas like that as an adult. She'd learned that in her psych class in college.
"Oh, and while he was there, I asked the doctor to go ahead and do a physical on
him to make sure nothing else is wrong with him."
Kerri sighed and crossed her arms. Damn her.
"Now, calm down. Nothing's wrong. Everything turned out clean as a whistle."
"I don't need you to try to take care of me or him. I know how to take care of my
child."
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"Well, I know, but I thought I'd help out a little." She patted her curls. "You
didn't do so well with Eric."
Kerri spun around to face Betty head-on. "And you did?" Kerri put a hand out
toward Betty as she spoke to emphasize her words. Landon must be ready to go home
with all this fuss. None of this was helping him a bit. "Let's get you home, Landon. It'll
probably feel good to be in your own bed."
But Betty just kept on going. An eighteen wheeler couldn't stop that woman if it
ran her over. "You might want to leave him here for a while. You know, I can give him
round the clock care until he gets better. Not like I work or anything."
Landon sat up straight and smiled.
"My, he looks just like Eric, doesn't he? It sure is nice to have a piece of him in
my home, especially since you're being so stingy with all his stuff."
"I'm not being stingy." She pulled Landon up and started to put his puffy jacket
on him.
"Can I stay here, Mommy?" Landon asked. Of course, he had to make things
worse. Sure, Kerri loved to stay with her grandparents too when she was younger, but at
least her grandparents weren't crazy. She couldn't help the card that Landon was dealt.
Kerri picked him up out of the bed, sheet and all. "No, no. I think it's best we go
home. She carried him to the car, without ever looking at Betty. Every part of Kerri's
body felt numb as she carried her son to the car. His body felt so light and she bet he'd
lost five pounds at least. She'd have to start feeding him well once he felt up to it. Maybe
even fix him some spaghetti. When she strapped him in the car seat, he held his stomach
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and looked like he was about to throw up again. But she made him lay his head back and
jumped in the driver's seat.
I didn't take care of Eric? she thought, and pressed the gas down harder. All the
sick days and vacation days I took off work to be with him, the weekend family trips to
the Blue Ridge Parkway and Carolina Beach because he needed some fresh air to clear
his lungs. I needed to work then, but I didn't. Her body shook and she gripped the
steering wheel tighter. Right after their anniversary last year when they'd gotten back
from staying at Mabry Mills on the Parkway his coughing had gotten worse. Eric's arms
had been strong around her that night, like always and she needed to feel them now. She
could hear the sound of his voice in her head as if he were speaking to her that night, the
same tone and inflections.
Eric's body had convulsed as he coughed. "That factory's killing me," he'd said.
Kerri's breathing intensified and she'd asked and later begged him, "Can we go to
a doctor?"
Eric shook his head. "Nothing a doctor can do. I've been sucking in that mess for
fifteen years. It's not like they can get it out." He held her hand. Even though she wanted
to deny it, she understood what he meant. Ever since he started working as a Fossil Fuel
Technician down at the power plant, Eric had developed a cough-developed-that's
how it happened. Not all of a sudden. Not like he'd told her. It was like it was poof-I've
admitted-I'm-sick-and-now-I'm-getting-worse. Anyway, he already had asthma before he
started work there, so at first, she had just passed it off on that. Besides, the smell of the
black coal made even her cough sometimes when he'd come in with his clothes drenched
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in the smell. She didn't need to be told that she was responsible when he decided himself
he wouldn't go. She had no bearing on his actions, in spite of what Betty liked to believe.

***
Within the next couple of days, Landon's color improved and he was up doing
what little boys do best which is not sleeping. Her little blonde-haired boy ran around her
living room, with his stick pony, trying hard to rope some imaginary cows that were
trying to take over her kitchen. Eric used to throw him up on his back and run around the
room with him, then jolt and send Landon to fits. But he'd never go to the kitchen
because of the hard tiles. Landon had pressed his legs into Eric's side whenever they got
to the edge of the carpet and told him to giddyap, but he'd just make sure Landon had a
good hold on his neck, then take off as fast as he could the other way toward the living
room.
Kerri shook her head and jumped up off the couch. She needed to tackle the huge
pile of laundry that scattered the floor that Landon trampled, but she would get to it later.
She missed playing with Landon. She grabbed her son up and spun him around the room,
telling him the cow got him. He squealed.
Maybe she had been a little hard on Betty for taking him to the doctor. Betty was
just trying to help. But still. She needed to keep her mouth shut and stop acting like she
was so much better than Kerri.

***
Kerri had been talking to one of her colleagues who told her Kerri better find
some committees to serve on, and told her about some opportunities coming up. Kerri
looked at the clock. Way past when she needed to leave to go get Landon. But when she
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got to her car and tried to crank it, nothing happened. Just that morning, she had flipped
the inside light on to look at her planner and must have forgotten to tum it off.
Damn. One more reason to have to call Betty since she lived a few blocks from
the daycare and could get him before they closed. And of course, Betty had something to
say.
"I wish you'd have called earlier. I'm in the middle of dying my hair. I'll hurry
though. I don't want my grandson to have to stand out in front of the daycare by himself
so a criminal picks him up and takes him off. You need to pay more attention to things."
Kerri sighed. "I was in a rush this morning."
"Well, if you wouldn't be up at all hours of the night, maybe you could get up."
Kerri hung up the phone to stop Betty from saying any more. But as she sat in her
car a few minutes later, she almost laughed. A criminal would pick him up? Someone had
to stay there until all the kids left and it was a small daycare so everybody knew
everybody. She needed to lighten up.
When Kerri arrived at Betty's house later, Landon rolled his cars around the floor,
crashing them into each other. Betty ran around the room, hovered over Landon and
looked about ready to have a nervous breakdown. She sighed relief when Kerri got there.
"All right, Landon, clean up time," Kerri said. The best she could do was get out
of there before the tears started coming and Betty broke down because of one little cough
he'd had or some slight temperature she thought she'd sensed.
Landon's shoulders dropped and he poked his lip out.
"Come on," she said as he pushed himself up from the plush red carpet and picked
up his Coca Cola truck.
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Betty leaned foiward and raised her voice. "You can put those toys in your room."
She turned toward Kerri. "I thought if he was going to be staying here more due to
circumstances, he might as well have his own room."
"He's not going to be staying here ifl can help it," Kerri said. And he wasn't.
Never had spent the night. Never would. He needed to stay as far away from that woman
as possible if he had any hope of not being deathly afraid of doctors like she'd made Eric
by always taking him.
"Mama, look at my new toys Grammy bought me. I have a pony and a trailer for
my pony and a new truck," he said, holding each one up in front of her.
Hmm. Trying to buy his love. "I see," she said.
Betty hovered over top of him, earrings glistening in the light.
"But she said I can't take them to our house 'cause they'll get broke or lost," he
said.
That was it. Kerri clapped her hands and pulled Landon up. "All right. Let's put
them up now. Mommy's tired."
Betty perked up, her body pulling up from the center like the band teacher had
always told Kerri when she did marching band back in high school. "You can leave him
here with me tonight if you need more rest. He ain't going to bother me." She sat down
on the edge of the couch. "Gets kind of lonely here all by myself at night."
Kerri jerked around and Betty sat on the couch, holding her left hand in her right
hand and turning her small diamond in the light. Her forehead furrowed. If Kerri didn't
have Landon, she would probably go crazy with the silence. She hated silence. Kerri
picked up some of Landon's toys and put them in a plastic bag. "We'll be all right.
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Probably take him home and give him a bath. Then we'll both go to bed," she lied.
Landon would be the only one going to bed since she needed to try to get some work
done. Maybe she could get halfway through, then go to bed.
Landon trudged toward Betty's bedroom, scuffing his tennis shoes on the carpet
with each step.
Betty frazzled her hair, hands shaking as if she were about to have a nervous
breakdown any minute and Kerri watched her pace the floor. She might as well ask her
about it. "You look like you've had a hard day. I hope he hasn't been bad for you," Kerri
said.
Betty shook her head and walked toward the table. "Just been a rough day is all."
Betty looked at a picture album that lay on the table and she touched the comers of one of
the pictures.
Kerri stepped forward to see better. Betty had never shown her any pictures, but
this one had the white rim around it like the pictures did back when Kerri was a little girl.
When Betty looked up at her, she slammed the album shut and pulled it into her chest.
"You can't have it," Betty said.
"Have what? What is it?" Kerri asked.
"Just some pictures." She pressed her hand into the book. "Of Eric."
"Oh. Can I see?"
Betty shook her head and her curls danced on her head.
Kerri rubbed her arms and looked away from Betty. All right. If that's the way
she wanted to be about it, Kerri would sit on the couch and wait on Landon.
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"I still can't believe you never told me he was sick," Betty said with her back
turned to Kerri. She wiped her eyes and held the book tighter. "You know I'd have been
there more to help." She let the book down from her chest and looked at one of the
pictures.
That's just what Eric didn't need. Kerri's eyes widened and her throat felt like
cotton. She folded her hands in her lap and pulled herself forward.
Landon walked out of the room with his bookbag on his back and some toys in his
hands.
Eric would have wanted her to tell his mother what he had told her so long ago.
That he really did love her and didn't mean to hurt her by not telling her, but she didn't
know where to start, and right now, she wasn't sure she felt like talking about any of it.
"All ready?" Kerri asked, looking first at Landon, then at Betty. Betty didn't tum around,
but stood with her hand pressed against· her nose and mouth, and her eyes squinted shut.
When Landon spotted Betty, he rushed to hug her, but she kept her face away
from him.
Kerri swallowed heat as she held onto the pillow in her lap, watching Betty try to
hold herself together.
Later that night, Kerri kicked off her high heels and rubbed her feet. By the end of
the week, they always cramped so much from having to shove her feet into an arched
position. High heels should be banned. She never had to wear them as a teenager-in
fact, then, she'd only owned one pair of dress shoes and they were flat sandals. But
everyone in her neighborhood growing up had only two pairs of shoes-play shoes and
dress shoes when they were little, which changed to work shoes and dress shoes when
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they got old enough to stop playing. She peeled off her pant suit and threw on a pair of
sweat pants and a long sleeved tee-shirt. Most of her colleagues owned tons of shoes;
Trish Applewhite even used her office as an extra closet where she kicked off her shoes
every day. So Kerri had tried to buy more shoes so no one would say anything to her
about it. But, she could only buy a couple pairs before she ran out of money. She needed
to make sure she and Landon could eat first.
When Kerri tried to put Landon to bed, he smiled at her. "What?" she asked.
"You look pretty with those clothes," he said.
Kerri smiled. She thought she looked like a slob, and it had been a long time since
she'd actually let herself get comfortable like this. She couldn't even remember the last
time she wore jeans a whole day, besides on weekends, but it felt so much better than
dresses and suits. "Well, thank you. Did you have fun with Grammy today?" she asked,
hoping he would tell her that he didn't have as much fun as when he stayed at home with
her.
But Landon just opened his mouth and nodded.
"What'd y'all do?" The bed creaked as he bounced on it in a sitting position.
Landon furrowed his eyebrows and looked down. "I played, but Grammy didn't
want to play. She was sad. She kept looking at a picture and she showed it to me and then
she was crying and crying."
"What was the picture?" She asked, patting the bed sheets so Landon would lie
down. "Me and Daddy. I was a little baby."
Kerri stopped. "Oh, you were?"
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Landon nodded. "I asked Grammy why she was crying and she said she missed
Daddy. I told her I did too. I told her the tears wash the sadness away, right Mommy?"
The thick navy comforter must be warm. So cold in the house. It was a night to be tucked
in right up to his neck.
Kerri nodded and swallowed back her own tears. He was right. Everyone knows
pain, but only through forgiveness and love can pain disappear. And by reaching out. She
patted Landon on the chest. "They sure do. Now get some rest," she said, kissing him on
his forehead.

***
Kerri meandered into her bedroom that night. She could count on one hand how
many times she had gone in that room since Eric had died. The comforter lay in a heap on
her side and the pillows were propped up against the headboard. She could still see his
impression on his pillow. His Stetson cologne hung in the air and she closed her eyes and
breathed deep. Always thought he was a cowboy with that cologne. Even bought a pair of
cowboy boots and hat, and hung his fingers through his front belt loops as he stood with
legs spread, knees bent, head cocked to the side, with his shirt open and his belly
showing.
Kerri opened her eyes and waded through Eric's clothes that never made it to the
clothes hamper and through his boxes of old pots and pans and figurines that looked like
they'd come from some old woman's collection. She stopped in front of the dresser and
picked up the worn, silver pocket knife. She ran her fingers over it and flipped it open.
Eric had gotten that knife from his father when he was a little boy and he used that knife
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for everything-peeling potatoes, cutting zip ties off Landon's toys, cleaning the dirt out
from under his fingernails, cutting out his homemade stitches on his hand.
Maybe Betty really wasn't so bad. Heck, Kerri might have been the same way
toward Eric if she had had to raise him. Always getting hurt, sewing himself up. He'd
even set a bone in his wrist one time when it popped out. Not saying she would have run
to the doctor every time something happened, but maybe that was just how Betty dealt
with things. Maybe she was scared of doing a bad job by herself and needed a
professional to validate what she thought was wrong.
Kerri held the knife and turned it over in her hands, picked up a Food Lion bag
and wrapped the pocketknife up. It would go to the bottom of her pocketbook otherwise.
The next day, Kerri got off work a little earlier than usual, but her mind still fried.
She had already worked over forty hours that week sitting on the New Student committee
and advising. Her brain felt like it had been working overtime ever since she met with Dr.
Williams and she had even almost fallen asleep at the wheel on her way to work a couple
of mornings. She could tell her class was bored out of their mind and the way she had to
teach even bored her at times. She had almost decided to try to see if she could find
another job somewhere else that might not be as stressful, but she had always dreamed of
being a teacher. She wasn't sure what had happened that made it so bad. She could teach
her young cousins just fine. But they also didn't mind her slang or her accent or the way
she dressed or the way she structured her lessons.
Kerri sighed. She really needed to grade those lab reports for her Thursday class
since they would be expecting their grades tomorrow, but she still had some Five Hour
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Energy Drinks and lots of coffee and she would pull an all-nighter if she had to in order
to get them done tonight. She just had to do something else first.
When Kerri rapped on the door to Betty's house, she almost thought Betty wasn't
home. Or maybe she just didn't want to answer the door. Kerri glanced at the kid who
was chasing her Beagle with a water hose around the house next door. Diagonal lines ran
across Betty's manicured lawn and Kerri clicked her feet on the stone sidewalk as she
walked toward her car. The heavy, white door opened and Betty stood in the doorway, a
confused look on her face.
"What are you doing out there with no coat on? You're going to take sick and
die," Betty said, waving Kerri in.
It wasn't cold to her. The paper had said that morning it was going to hit sixty
five and so far, it wasn't off by much. In fact, it might have even been warmer.
"So what brings you here today? This is a rare occasion. Did the sky fall and I
didn't know it?"
Kerri shook her head. "I was hoping we could talk."
"What about?" Betty sat down on the couch. "Come, sit down."
Kerri twisted her hands together and swallowed the lump in her throat. "This is
really hard for me to talk about." She searched for a way to start the conversation, but
came up short. "I hope you know how much Eric loved you." She rubbed a hand down
her pants.
Betty seemed to catch her breath, but didn't say anything.
Kerri swallowed. "It took me a long time, but I've finally realized that Eric only
wanted what was best for us and that's why he kept his sickness a secret." Her voice
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broke and she had to put a hand to her mouth to keep from crying. No lights were on and
the room darkened as the sun slipped behind a cloud outside.
"Well, if that was so, why did he tell you? Why didn't he tell me too? I would
have figured I meant enough to him to know he was--" Betty's forehead wrinkled and she
fanned her face.
How could she tell her that he had only wanted to keep it from her because he
knew she would drive herself crazy worrying if she knew something was wrong? That he
felt Kerri was a little bit stronger, could deal with it better? The woman would have a
heart failure if she said the wrong thing. But truth was, Eric didn't want to tell Kerri
either-he had hesitated when he told her-but telling her was the last reach for
someone, something to hold onto. That's what she kept telling herself.
She would just tell Betty the truth that welled up inside of her. All a lie or story
would do was make Kerri feel ten times worse inside about herself. In fact, she needed to
be honest with herself and to who she was in more ways than just this-she needed to be
herself in the classroom too. That may have been part of what made her so miserable
during the week-her false presentation, her paranoia about always getting it right to the
point that she may have choked the life out of her classroom. Kerri needed to be herself
and if she couldn't, she needed to go somewhere she could, even if that meant working
more than one minimum wage job for a while until she found her place. She didn't need
to be disrespected. Kerri picked at the nail polish on her fingers. "Eric didn't want to
make you worry. Just like he didn't want me to worry. He never told me until it was too
late. He knew the rot was eating him from the inside, but he didn't want it to devour the
people that meant the most to him too." Kerri stroked the arm of the chair.
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Betty turned to Kerri and pressed her lips together. She didn't speak, but the tears
streamed down her cheeks. They no longer formed a path, but soaked her face.
"Eric wouldn't want us arguing over little things like we've been doing. Like he'd
always tell me, we're supposed to be family and pull together, not hold grudges against
each other for the way we are or how we choose to live our lives. I just never listened, I
guess. I've been pushing you away when you needed me the most."
Betty looked away from Kerri and bit at the sides of her fingers.
"I have something I want to give you," Kerri said.
Betty blinked and sat up straighter. Her hands lay limp in her lap.
Kerri pulled the plastic bag out of her pocketbook and took the knife out of the
bag.
When Betty saw the knife, the breath caught in her chest. "Well, I'll be damned.
If it isn't Drew's knife," she said, reaching for it.
Kerri balled the plastic bag up in her hand as more tears rolled down Betty's
cheeks. "I know how important this was to Eric and how important it must be for you,"
she said.
Betty's hands shook and she held the knife like she was scared to touch it, scared
she would somehow break it. "You know Drew gave this to him when he was just a tiny
little thing. Did Eric ever tell you?" The light reflected off the knife, her cheeks.
Betty tried to tell her stories sometimes, but most of the time, they just droned on
and on and Kerri either tuned her out or told her she had to go. But it couldn't hurt to
listen, especially now. Kerri smiled. "Bits and pieces. I don't think he ever told me the
whole story."
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Betty hesitated, but then leaned forward and began to speak. "For one thing, I told
Drew that Eric was way too young to be carrying a pocketknife, but he said that nobody
was too young for a pocketknife. He sure did use that thing a lot working out in the fields
with his Daddy. But when we moved to New York, I thought he'd stop using it. He still
kept that thing in his pocket all the time though. He said he wanted to remember his
roots. Six years old when he said it." Betty laughed. "He sure was a spunky one." She
wiped her face.
"He sure was," Kerri said, leaning forward in her chair. She smiled as she focused
on Betty's hands holding the knife the way Eric always did, between thumb and
forefinger, thumb slightly up toward the end of the blade. "He whipped it out and peeled
potatoes with it all the time. I asked him what he thought he was doing one time and he
said, 'What does it look like I'm doing? I'm peeling potatoes.' Always so honest." Kerri
dropped her head. "Except when he thought it would hurt those he loved."
Betty sighed. "I always had a time with that boy. Always into something when he
was growing up. We were at the emergency room all the time with broke bones and
fevers."
"He was lucky to have someone who cared so much." Betty did care. How many
other people would have rushed to the hospital so many times the doctor knew them by
name and face, expected them to come in at least once or twice a month if not more?
That's dedication. That's love. "I just wanted to give that to you though." She gestured
toward the knife.
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Betty sighed, flipped the blade out and turned it over in her hand. Then she shut it
and handed it back to Kerri. "This is not yours to give away. Not to me. Eric would have
wanted this in Landon's hands. But the thought means a lot to me," she said.
Kerri nodded. "I'm sure he'll love that."
Betty smiled. "He's a little too young yet, so hold on to it 'til he's older. Last
thing I want is to hear he's done stabbed himself or cut off a finger."
Kerri nodded. She wouldn't be giving it to him any time soon anyway. "I'll wait
until you give me the okay."
Betty took another deep breath. "It's nice to sit and remember things. I don't have
anyone to really talk to anymore."
It was. Nice to remember Eric as a person in all his glory, not just in his life with
her. "I'm here if you need me. You can call or come over if you ever want to talk about
anything. Door's always open."
Betty glanced up at Kerri. "You mean you really want me there?"
Kerri nodded. "If you want to come over, I'd love to have you."
"You know, I know we don't always get along. But I've been praying a lot since
Eric died and God told me that somehow we've got to reconcile. I don't know how he
expects us to do that, but that's what's got to take place, he said. I've been fighting it for
so long now."
Kerri smiled. "Well, how about we start simple and I'll bring Landon over for
dinner one night next week."
Betty nodded. "I'd say that's a good place to start."

64.
Rabbit Foot

Mr. Kennedy told Meg she had to go sit with a woman at Johnson Nursing Home
to get her community service hours for Beta. Oh, joy. Meg hated nursing homes-the
people always grabbing and jerking their heads, eyes rolling around in their heads like
loose marbles. And the smell. She couldn't even begin to describe what it smelled like.
Maybe the closest thing to describe it as was death. The last thing she wanted was to be
surrounded by death, especially now. She didn't want to be reminded of what happened a
few months ago.
"Please, Mr. Kennedy," Meg asked. "Can't I do something else? Anything?" She
grabbed hold of her purple rabbit foot on the side of her faux leather purse and squeezed
it.
Mr. Kennedy moved around his classroom, shuffling books and papers. He looked
like a bald midget.
"Like maybe I could pick up trash. Or volunteer at the food bank. Heck, I'll even
clean the graffiti off the bathroom walls if you want me to."
Mr. Kennedy furrowed his eyebrows and stared at Meg. "I'm sorry, Meg, but I've
already given the number to the director so she knows how many of the residents can
have visitors. You wouldn't want to get their hopes up and then no one show up.
Especially not at Christmas."
Oh, sure she would. She didn't care. All those old people had time to live their
lives. They all had families that could come visit them. All she needed was Christmas to
remind her that this would be the first Christmas without her best friend since they were
five in kindergarten. She had lain on her back underneath Stephanie's family Christmas
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tree the first year Stephanie had moved into Bakersville and every year thereafter
imagining she was seeing the world from the viewpoint of Tom Thumb. How fun it
would be to walk through the world, seeing everything gigantic, even the grass blades.
Their tales and stories grew every year until they were old enough to find out that Santa
Claus and the Easter Bunny were fake. It was then that their dreams were shattered like
splintered glass. She and Stephanie had talked about what they wanted for Christmas that
first year, Barbies and Hot Wheels and maybe even a karaoke machine. But the one thing
that Stephanie said she wanted more than anything was a boyfriend. And all throughout
school, Stephanie got her wish, time and time again. All Meg had wanted was John
Sparks since ninth grade. But John Sparks decided six months ago, he wanted Stephanie.
And now Stephanie was dead because of her.
Meg shook her head to get rid of the thought. "Okay," she told Mr. Kennedy,
holding on to both of her bookbag straps. "I'll be there."

***
Meg wound down the North Carolina highway toward Johnson Nursing Home.
The tangle of trees arched over the road, limbs almost touching each other. When she was
younger, she would sit outside sometimes, listening to the pines creak as the wind rocked
them, and the branches slapped against each other. If she wasn't in the car, maybe she
could hear them now. Meg's breathing increased as she neared the tum on to Charming
Road. She glanced at the hula girl that wouldn't stop dancing on her dashboard and she
blasted the heat. She took the long way. She never wanted to go down Charming Road
again in her life. Ever. Not the road that took her friend's life.
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The smell hit her as soon as she walked through the doors of the nursing home. At
least it looked better than the last time she visited. They'd painted the walls a rosy pink
color and lined them with pictures of nature. Meg pulled out the slip of paper with the
room number on it and tried hard to stay in the middle of the aisle facing forward so she
wouldn't have to make eye contact with anyone there. One of the nurses stopped her
when she got lost and took her to the room.
When she entered the room, her lady, Ms. Nancy, leaned back against the pillows,
her mouth gagged open, laying the way Meg's grandma used to lay before she died a few
years ago. Her eyes looked sunken and the lines on her face showed age. The nurse
walked over to her bed and shook her shoulders as Meg backed into the comer.
"Ms. Nancy, we've got someone here to see you," she said.
Nancy slit her eyes and smiled. "Oh, a visitor. How nice," she said, rising up in
bed. She looked like she was about to burst with happiness. "You look just like my
Gwen. What's your name, dear?"
Meg twisted her hands together as the nurse left the room. "Meg."
"Oh, Meg. You don't know how much this means to me that you've come. Ever
since my little Gwen got sick, no one's come to see me." She gestured toward the chair.
"Sit down and stay a while. Please."
Meg brushed a hand over her arm and sat down on the green vinyl seat. A small,
scraggly Christmas tree tilted over on Nancy's nightstand and made Charlie Brown's tree
look good.
Nancy smiled. "I used to have a friend here." She raised a wrinkled hand and
pointed a thin, knotted finger toward the curtain divider. "She stayed right over there and
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kept me company on days like today." Nancy lowered her head and squeezed a balled up
tissue in her hands, unballing it and balling it back up.
Meg didn't want to ask what happened to her, but she felt that Nancy was waiting
for her to ask. She already knew. What happened to anybody old people knew? They
died. She brushed a hand through her hair and looked out the window. A soft dusting of
snow began to cover the parking lot. She had to go before it got too late. Driving in snow
scared her more than anything else, especially if it had ice in it.
"You're mighty quiet," Nancy said. "Tell me a little bit about yourself or your
family."
Meg jerked her gaze to look at Nancy. "What do you want to know?"
"Well, anything you want to tell me. I'll listen to anything. Just love hearing
people's voices." Nancy leaned her head back against her pillows, a soft smile on her
lips.
Meg squeezed her hands together. "Well, I'm Meg. I'm seventeen years old and I
go to Kent High School."
Nancy sat up and nodded her head.
Meg looked out the window. "And that's about it." She had to get out of there.
"I want to know more than that. You're much more beautiful than that. You're a
beautiful person inside and I want to hear all about you."
I bet she wouldn't think that if she knew I killed my best friend, Meg thought,
rubbing her rabbit foot. She shifted her weight in the chair and the vinyl whined. When
Nancy didn't stop staring, she leaned up and looked out the window. "Oh, crap. It's
snowing. Maybe next time. My car doesn't go good in the snow."
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Nancy looked down at her tissue. "Come back to see me sometime. I really want
to get to know you."
Meg nodded and her hair barrettes came loose. She pushed them back into the
sides ofher brown chin-length hair and held her pocketbook tight. She forced a smile.
Nancy wouldn't know the difference.

***
Meg woke up at three in the morning in a cold sweat. She rubbed her wet hair out
ofher face and breathed harder. Good. The bloody figure was only from her dreams. It
had almost gotten her this time though. And it looked more like Steph this time. It even
wore the same cross T-shirt-the one Steph wore every Tuesday, the one she wore the
day ofthe crash. Meg got up out ofbed and slipped her feet into her fuzzy Spongebob
slippers and went to get a glass ofwater. No way she would go back to sleep on her own,
not for a while anyway. She wished she had Meg to talk to about how much pain she felt
now that she was gone. People sometimes said talking things out could help a person get
better, but no one else would understand her. She would try to see what she could watch
on TV, ifthere was anything more than infomercials on. There wasn't.

***
Meg traced Mr. Kennedy's steps from one side ofthe room to the next. He only
went as far as the blue square replacement tile at the end ofhis table and back about four
white squares the other way. "The nursing home director said the residents really enjoyed
their visits last time you all came by," Mr. Kennedy said. He flipped the end ofhis brown
tie up and down. "She asked me ifwe could come back again one more time before
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Christmas and sing Christmas carols. I thought that might be nice so I told her we
would."
Meg pulled her eraser off the top of her pencil and squeezed the open end
together. It looked like a mouth, a bubble gum colored mouth. Like the times she and
Steph blew huge pink bubbles and tried to see which one could get the biggest one before
it popped. Steph blew one that covered her whole face one time and when it popped, it
somehow blew back on her face and got all over her eyelashes and in her hair. She wore
bubble gum for days. Meg smiled and looked up at Mr. Kennedy.
He ran a finger down a list that set on top of his notebook on his desk. "Several of
you still have to get the rest of your hours before the end of the semester." He tapped his
pen on his paper and stared at the class. "I assume most of you don't want to go on
probation, so this is your opportunity."
Meg rolled her eyes. Not again.

***
Most of the men and women couldn't stop smiling. One woman chewed on her
gums as her lips disappeared and reappeared, bunching into her nose. A few of them
dozed to sleep. Meg stood among a group of people, singing "Silent Night" and "Away in
a Manger." After they finished, the audience clapped. The men and women pushed
themselves or hobbled toward the group after they finished. When the crowd died down,
the director came up to them.
"We have a resident who couldn't make it over here today. Would a few of you
have a few minutes to stop by her room and at least visit her or sing her a few songs?"
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Everyone else said they had places to go and people to see, that they'd gotten their
required amounts of community service in order to not go on probation. After everyone
had cleared out, only Meg remained.
The director looked at her, her eyeliner making her eyes look huge. "Thank you
so much. She tried to come down, but she's doing a lot worse today."
Meg found herself back in Nancy's room. Nancy leaned back against her pillows
smiling as Meg sang to her. When Meg finished, she thought Nancy was asleep and she
could just sneak out the door, but as soon as she took a step, Nancy's eyes flew open.
"Where you going, Meg? Sit down."
Meg glanced out the window, hoping to see snow again, some kind of excuse to
get out of there. Nancy looked so much worse. Her blue veins ribboned across her
translucent skin and she glowed a pasty color. Meg had already witnessed one person die.
She didn't want to witness another one die. But she was trapped in Nancy's gaze with no
excuse to get her out of there. So, she sat down on the green vinyl chair.
Nancy slid up on her bed. "Child, so much anger," she said.
Meg's eyes widened. Maybe she sat down too hard. But Nancy's eyes seemed to
pierce right through her. Not like a cold piercing though. Like a warm piercing.
Nancy stretched out her arms. "Let it out, child. Go out into the woods and scream
until you don't have anything left in you." Nancy raised her head. The skin on her neck
stretched and seemed to glue together in folds. Maybe Nancy was going crazy.
Meg sat back as far in the seat as she could get and glanced at the dingy white
wall above Nancy's head.
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"I had a friend once." Nancy looked at ceiling. "Always told me I was the best
friend he'd ever have. Said, 'Nancy, I'm going to marry you one day,' the first day we
met. Can you believe it?" She smiled. She slapped a hand down on her lap and opened
her smile wider.
Meg brushed a hand through her hair. She had no idea where this was going, but
she was a captive audience.
"I haven't told many people about this. Just myself over and over through the
years, mostly. So I'll tell you 'cause somehow I feel a connection." She took a deep
breath and looked at Meg, eyebrows knit together. "Don't know how. Just do. His name
was Gerald. Well, Gerald worked in a furniture factory up in Bassett, Virginia. Worked
on one of those big ol' machines, day in and day out. Got caught up in it one day and it
mangled up his arm real bad." Her eyes glistened. "Lost so much blood, the doctors
couldn't save him." She ripped a tissue out of the tissue box and put it to her nose, as
tears streamed down.
Meg picked her rabbit foot up and looked at the little toenails that protruded out
of the foot as she tried to fight back the image of Stephanie dying in her mind.
Nancy continued. "I got so angry when he died. I was mostly angry at myself for
telling him not to take that job over at the golf course. He might would have lived longer.
We might would have got married. And because we didn't, I never did marry. Started
living with a man, my Gwen's father, and he left me, because !just couldn't stop
wallowing in my self-pity."
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Meg swallowed hard. This woman was in so much pain, just like her. She
wouldn't judge Meg if she told her the truth about what happened to her. Meg needed to
tell someone. "I know what you mean," she said.
Nancy glanced up at Meg. She unrolled her tissue and rolled it back up before
looking up. "Would you like to talk to me about it?"
She couldn't stop it and for the first time since it happened, she didn't want to.
"Some people think teenagers are stupid, and I know I am. I've liked this guy since ninth
grade and he all of a sudden started liking my best friend. I didn't tell her how jealous I
was. I should have never told her I was okay with her dating him," she said. Tears formed
in her eyes. "She asked. But one morning about a month ago, when we were on our way
to school, she was talking about them messing around in her car the night before." Meg's
voice quivered. She took a deep breath and slumped in the chair. "I got so angry that I
lied and told her he'd kissed me and touched my boobs and it felt so great. Next thing I
know we were smashed into a tree." Meg swallowed hard. "And she was dead." Meg's
body started shaking and she sobbed into her hands. Her tears covered her face and
clothes and she gasped for air. "How could I be so stupid? It should have been me."
Meg's broke into a louder sob.
Nancy's eyebrows furrowed and she pushed herself forward in the bed. The ends
of her fingers touched Meg's arm. "I know it's got to be hard. I can only imagine." She
breathed soft.
Meg felt numb and couldn't stop herself from crying. She cried for a long time,
but Nancy just kept her arm on Meg's until Meg stopped convulsing. Meg's body felt
tired, like she could sleep for years and not get up.
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"You know what I've learned, child?" Nancy said.
Meg looked up into Nancy's soft eyes.
"Everything has a time to die. If it hadn't have been that, something would have
taken her life that day. I believe-and this is just my philosophy-that we're only here to
learn lessons. We're only here until we learn what it is God put us on this earth to learn.
Some of us learn early. Some of us learn later. But we all have a lesson to learn if we take
the opportunity to see what the lesson is. I know that you might be resistant or blind to
that lesson right now or maybe this is not the big thing. But everything happens in God's
time and God don't lie."
Meg rubbed her rabbit foot.
Nancy pointed at it. "See? Even that little rabbit there, had to die so you can make
a wish on it every day, but God knew you needed it."
The rabbit foot fell to Meg's lap and she stared at it.
Nancy sighed. "If you don't mind, I'm going to take a rest now. It's so good to be
able to meet you and talk to you, but all that talking takes a lot out of a person." Her face
twitched, eyes flickered.
Meg got up from the bed and walked over to Nancy. "Thank you." She grabbed
her hand. Cold. Meg placed a kiss on Nancy's forehead and held her hand a little longer.

***
A week later on her way home from school, Meg felt finally ready to face her
fears, thanks to Ms. Nancy. Her whole body tensed and tears streamed down her cheeks
as she thought about how blessed she was that she got to meet and talk to Ms. Nancy.
Everything inside of her that she had been holding on to for so long was trying to come
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out in her tears. It would still take a lot of tears to fully ease the pain, but she was halfway
there. Meg turned her clicker on when she got to Charming Road. As she turned on the
road, Meg held her breath, but the memories that came weren't bad. The way she and
Steph had talked and giggled down the highway. The way they'd sped past the man on
the tractor, honking and waving to him, a good looking man with muscles peeking out
from his overalls. And how they had danced the Cha Cha Slide in the car.
The black stripes still burned into the road and a cross hung on the tree that took
Steph's life. Meg breathed in and out, then let her arms relax. The horse in the corral
across the street galloped through the field, its black mane and tail whisking behind it like
feathers.

75.
Wilting Radishes

Lula slung ice into the bell pepper, cabbage, and iceberg lettuce bins. She swiped
the back of her hand across her forehead, then shook the sweat off onto the hardwood
floor. Her graying hair stuck to her face. The bell above the door to "Morgan's
Groceries" jingled.
Nadine hobbled through the door, hair still in rollers and tied up with a dingy, red
bandana. Nothing new. The dead florescent light fixtures made her stop and stare. "What
the devil happened in here?" Nadine asked. "Storm knock off the power or something?"
She fanned her face with her hand.
Lula shook her head. "It might have if Duke hadn't turned it off first." She threw
the plastic from the ice in the trash behind the counter.
Nadine shook her head and started spreading the ice around. Lula threw another
ice bag on the floor. Little ice crystals skated through a few holes in the bag.
"Might have to take 'em down to the cellar for the day and close shop, mighten
you?" Nadine asked.
Lula shook her head. She never liked to take things back down to the cellar once
they were on the floor. In fact, she hadn't been down there in so long, she wasn't sure
what she would find. Since the business had dwindled into almost nothing in the past few
years, they'd gotten so they only ordered enough produce to keep on the shelves. Nothing
like the heaps of produce that were there the time her father took her down there and told
her that he and the town men dug that cellar by hand when she was only a twinkle in his
eye or even the heaps she'd carried down there five years ago when stock came. "Frank's
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over there today asking for an extension. Don't know if they'll give it this time though."
She hoisted the bag of ice on her shoulders and slit the bag the rest of the way open with
her fingers.
Nadine looked around as she nestled the ice cubes between the fruit. "Ain't it a
shame how run-down this town's done got now that Smith Mill's gone?"
Lula nodded. "Did you see that the Andersons are moving?"
Nadine put a hand on her hip. "Naw. I saw a bunch of shoe boxes sitting out in
front of Eddy's store earlier, but I haven't gotten a chance to talk to him yet. I know he's
about bankrupt the last time I talked to him. Wonder if the bank took the house."
Lula wiped the dusty cash register keys. She looked at her hand and rubbed it on
her jeans. "Wouldn't surprise me."
Nadine slid a basket up to her elbow. She picked up a can of peach preserves and
scanned the shelf. "Is there anything I can do to help you out 'round here?"
Lula shook her head and opened her arms. "Not unless you can round up more
customers."
"Well, I think if everyone remembered how good these jellies are, this place
would be busy again." She held up a can and squinted to look at the label. "Mmm.
Whisky Peach Jam. Bet this would be good on a big ol' homemade biscuit." The
container clinked as she placed it in the green plastic basket beside the rest.
"Take all you want. Probably shouldn't have canned so much when I haven't got
rid of what I had," Lula said. Back when the mill was up and running, she'd sell out of a
batch of twenty-five cans in a week, and had a hard time keeping up, but now she was
lucky if she sold five a week.
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"Well, we all gots to have something to do to pass the time. I 'spect you got a lot
more free time now that Frank's there to help you all day." Nadine shifted the basket to
her other arm.
"Naw. I don't see him that much. Out trying to find ajob when he's not at the
store." Lula scratched at one of the labels on ajar of peach preserves to smooth it down.
"So what you gon' do, Lu?"
"We'll do what it takes to keep this shop up and running, ifl have to sell my
house and move in down here. Daddy's looking down on this shop, reminding God of all
that hard work he put in on it. He'd roll over in his grave ifljust gave up on this place."
Lula punched the numbers in the cash register. "This store made it through the
Depression; it can make it through now. Just a little bump in the road." Lula smiled at
Nadine.
Back when they had problems with business when America was pulling out of the
Depression, her father had started a scrap metal drive for the Army. He'd said they would
be helping out the soldiers and bringing in more business for his store. Her father had
started a competition among the town people to see who could bring in the most pounds
of metal. Whoever had the most at the end of a two-week period won prizes from the
store. He put her in charge of making signs to post up along the street and in weighing
each person's load of steel they brought into the store. The drive had been such a success
that he had to start loading up the back of his pickup truck to have enough room for it all.
And the town people rediscovered what they liked about "Morgan's Groceries." Too bad
that wasn't an option anymore.
"I don't know what I'd do without you," Nadine said.
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Lula set the brown paper bag on the counter and folded the top down. The paper
crinkled. She didn't look at Nadine, but instead, focused on her own aged hands, gripping
the top of the bag.

***
"Hey, tweety bird," Frank said as he walked in the store.
She smiled, turned around from dusting the hardware shelves. She hadn't gotten
much dusting done, but had been staring out the window, trying to figure out who could
be so disrespectful to spray paint "Eat Shit" over Willie's Barber Shop sign. They'd even
blacked out the candy cane barber pole beside the door and thrown rocks at the windows,
making designs like spider webs all over the outside of the glass. Yes, the place was
closed, but it was still the principle of it.
Frank walked over and kissed her cheek; his gray suit jacket wilted around his
sides and brushed her arms. He threw it across the counter. Dust motes swirled in the
sunlight. His forehead glistened as beads of sweat ran down his face and the dark hairs on
his arms stuck together.
"So, any luck?" Lula asked. She threw the rag under the fake wooden counter and
leaned against it, looking at her husband.
He twisted his face up as he loosened his necktie and unbuttoned the top button of
his shirt. He shook his head. "Duke said we've had sixty days to get them their money
and they can't do nothing about it until we get it to them. I stopped by the bank and they
talk like they can loan us a little bit more-enough to cover this month's bill, next
month's bill and possibly still have enough left to cover property taxes. But after this, I
don't know how much more they'll give us."
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Frank walked over to the cash register and flipped up the lid to look at the register
tape. He tapped his fingers on the counter and cleared his throat, then punched a few
numbers in on the calculator. He rubbed over his graying hair the way her own father
used to do years before when he'd add up the register tape at the end of the night. Back
then, she had sat on the counter beside him and snapped off pieces of red licorice with her
teeth, smearing the sticky on her patched up jeans. If only she could jump up there again,
peep over Frank's shoulder and really not know what the numbers meant.

***
Lula and Nadine stood outside of the grocery store window, taping up a white
flyer with bright blue curly letters on it. Lula had gotten there at six a.m., before Frank
left to fill out the bank paperwork and apply for more jobs and she had already been on a
ladder that morning, cleaned the spider webs from the underside of the awning and
cleaned all the windows inside and out by the time Nadine showed up at seven.
Eddy's gray Chevy sputtered up beside them, the bed chock full of firewood,
empty cans and a red gas container. He threw a hand out the window and waved. "Hey.
What you ladies doing?" He readjusted his worn ball cap and rubbed a blackened hand
across the scruff on his face.
Lula whipped around. "Homemade apple butter, peach preserves and blackberry
jam, half off. Get yours today." Lula waved her arms to the side as she spoke in an
announcer's voice. "You, sir, are the first lucky contestant."
Eddy smiled and glanced out the window behind him. He spat in the street.
"Tempting. But I'm not a big jelly eater."
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"Well, what about tools? Need any of those? I might can cut you a deal on those
too."
"Naw, I think I'm set. The last ones are still holding up pretty good."
Eddy used to buy all his tools from the store because he said they were made up
good. A lot of people said that. She guessed they lasted so good that once everyone had
the tools they used the most, they didn't need to replace them. Thinking about it, it was
good for them, but not for the store.
Nadine stripped a piece of tape and put it on the window. "What you been
doing?"
"Well, I've been trying to clean out the shop the rest of the way. Need any shoes?
I got a whole bin full that I don't want to take to the house and I sure as hell ain't gon' be
wearing no women's shoes."
"I'm sure Linda will appreciate it, though," Lula said. She pulled her shirt away
from her body and it stuck back against her like glue.
"Shit. That woman's got more shoes than a pig in a poke." He spat in the street
again and glanced behind him. A lowered car was speeding down the road. Eddy waved
at them. "Well, you ladies don't be working too hard today. And if you need to look at
any shoes, the shop's unlocked. I got to rnn back to the house for a minute. I'll see you."
Lula and Nadine waved.
The flyer curled down on one side and Nadine walked over and pushed it up. Lula
taped that side up.
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"I tell you, my hands have been giving me a fit lately," Nadine said. She stepped
away from the flyer and started massaging them. "All that bean picking's done made the
arthritis bad."
Lula pushed her graying hair off her forehead, then put a piece of tape up. "Well,
next year, maybe you shouldn't have as big a garden. I told Frank I think next year we're
going to have to be cutting back, even though I love working in the garden. Things just
ain't like they used to be. We ain't as young and the need's not as great as it once was
with everybody gone."
Nadine nodded, then pressed her hands against the flyer. "You ain't lying. But at
least you still got some help." She filled her cheeks with air, then blew the air out, tapped
a dark finger on the side ofthe flyer. "I still remember when we'd all get together at
Eddy's barn and make apple butter. Those were some good times." Nadine smiled. "None
ofus women could ever get the stirrer to move right, no matter how much weight we put
into it. You 'member that?" Nadine said, laughing.
"I remember being the apple-getter and the fire stoker." Lula brushed her hands
off.
Nadine laughed. "Yep. Those were the good ol' days all right. It's a shame these
young 'uns here now don't even know their own neighbors."
Lula nodded. "Um hmm."

***
August turned into September and soon the yellow buses bounced down the
streets. Sometimes kids used to stop by the store to pick up dinner, so they didn't have to
drive all the way into town. But this autumn, no one stopped in the store. It was like
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they'd put a huge sign up on the door or someone had spread the word that they bad been
quarantined. The bills kept coming in though and the red tape just got redder. Lula almost
thought of putting some of the produce in the cellar to lower the stock bills. But she
would rather get on a ladder and clean off the Pepsi signs. Besides, it would be getting
cooler soon.
"We're in way over our heads." Frank leaned against the counter in front of the
register while Lula picked out rotten tomatoes and threw them in the five gallon trash bin.
She pulled her shirt over her nose to block out the stench. The store receipt stub curled
around Frank's hand and he ran a hand over it again as if trying to erase the numbers.
Lula stood beside him at the counter and her chest tensed. "What can we do?"
Frank shook his head. "The bank said they're not loaning us any more money.
There's no way we can make the payment next month. Not like this." He held up the
receipt stub. The crow's feet around his eyes deepened and his eyes paled with age. "I
know how much this store means to you. I feel like I've failed us." Frank bit his lip.
Lula shook her head, but the lump in her throat kept her from speaking, even
though he needed to know that wasn't true. She washed off her hands, the stream of water
washing all the bits of tomato from under her fingernails and on her hands down the drain
and she tried to think of what to say. The wood that held the shop together had bowed
and splintered over years and the gaps around the cellar door let in the cold. When Daddy
built those walls, everything had been fresh and sturdy, but weather and temperature and
age got to it and the seasons dried it out. Lula looked out the window at the brown,
crunchy leaves that gathered in the storm drains and blew across the sidewalk. Everything
had its spring, but autumn always had to follow and this one had been the coldest of all
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the ones she remembered. Lula swallowed hard and looked at the pained expression on
Frank's face. She walked over beside him and put a hand on his tense shoulder. "You've
done everything you could to keep this place going. We both have." She picked at her
fingernails, looked at the age spots that were beginning to freckle her wrinkled hands.
Then she looked up at him, trying hard not to cry.
Frank walked over and put an arm around Lula. She listened to Frank's heart
beating, the air filling and leaving his lungs.
"I think your dad would be proud of how you kept this place up," he said, his
voice vibrating in his chest.
Lula smiled. She put her hand on her chest, her heartbeat, pumping blood through
her body giving her life. Her dad always said you can't do better than your best. Tears
blurred Lula's eyes and she gripped Frank's waist harder. "Maybe Nadine can help us
clear out," she said.
Frank nodded. "I'll see about hooking up the trailer this weekend."

***
Lula snapped a top on the box of Phillip-head screwdriver bits and hoisted two
boxes of tools under her arms. She'd had to park the truck in public parking two blocks
down the street since there was nowhere big enough for the truck and the trailer. The
street was empty. Many shops including Eddy's were dark and either had numbers
painted on the windows or Closed signs on the door, like Eddy's. The old city hall
building's columns had a line of black mold growing on the backs, columns that they
used to clean every Saturday at noon. And once every three months, the fire department
would come down and give shows and let the little kids beep the horns and flip on the
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sirens, while they blasted off the columns with the water. And since the police
department building was right next door, the Sheriff would show up, tum on his car lights
and direct traffic. It was a town ordeal every weekend. And so many years before, she
and Frank had climbed those granite steps to sign their marriage license, just like her
mom and dad did.
When she got back inside, she walked over to stand in front of the cellar door. She
ran a hand over the rough wood. As soon as she opened the door and the hinges creaked,
the air smelled of must and potatoes. She breathed in, smiling. There were a few carrots
on one of the dirt mounds, and a radish over in the comer. She picked up a carrot and bit
the end of it. It tasted fresh out of the garden, but, as her father had told her before, the
cellar would keep fruits and vegetables fresh for at least a couple of years. Then and now,
she looked up and tried to picture her father and the other men standing in a hole that
deep, sunlight beating down on them as they sang working songs and slung shovels full
of dirt over top of the hole. But, when times got hard, they dug themselves out. And in a
few days, she would go into the city and put in applications for work and no matter how
long it would take, they would dig themselves out too, one shovel scoop at a time.

85.
When Chickens Take Over

The screen door slammed shut. "Why the hell are chickens all over our yard?"
Dixie asked. Of course that would be the first thing out of her mouth after being gone to
Charleston for the last week to celebrate her college roommate's thirtieth birthday. She
hoisted her duffel bag off her shoulder and onto the floor and kicked off her loafers,
waiting for an answer.
"Free range. Won't that be great? They say that makes 'em taste fresher," Rebel
said, laying the ruler across the tablecloth and pulling the pencil out from behind her ear
to score another line. She was making a blueprint for a bunker and since she couldn't find
any paper big enough, she had decided to use the tablecloth. "Plus, I've got to build them
a nest box, so they'll have somewhere to lay their eggs." She pushed the pencil back
behind her ear. "Don't want 'em running around laying eggs all over Betsy's yard. She'd
take 'em in a heartbeat and never say a word about it." Rebel scored another mark on the
tablecloth and perked up while Dixie just stood there, arms crossed across her fitted John
Deere Girl tee-shirt. "Oh, come here. I've got something else to show you too." Rebel
pushed the back screen door open and they both walked out on the deck barefoot and
down the yard to the rabbit hutch. "I got some rabbits too."
Dixie leaned a hand against the side of the hutch and Rebel slid the door open.
Rebel pulled the rabbits out one by one by the ears. "This is Snackums, and this here is
Lunch, and I thought I would name this one something a little more simple-Clover. That
was all they had at Tractor Supply yesterday when I went. I've got to go back next week
and get some more. I'll let you name those."
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Dixie wrinkled her forehead. "So what's all this for?" She scrubbed her bare foot
against her leg.
Rebel nodded as she dropped the last rabbit into the hutch. She couldn't believe
she'd forgotten the most crucial part. "Oh. I've been watching this show on NatGeo while
you were gone. It's about all these people who get ready for the end of the world and I
had no idea we were so unprepared. They're calling for some solar flare that's scheduled
to hit some time this year."
Dixie raised her eyebrows and put her hand to her forehead. She started shaking
her head.
"And the bad part is, if a solar flare happens, we'll all be good as dead unless we
have some kind of bunker, so I've got one I'm going to have built and custom-made to fit
right here," she said, standing in the middle of the yard, pointing to the pool.
"What about our pool?" Dixie pulled at her long blonde hair. Her dollar-store hot
pink sunglasses slid forward on her head a little and she situated them back on top of her
head.
Rebel waved a hand. Just like her to be concerned with a pool in the middle of a
crisis, Rebel thought. "Well, I figure if the solar flare comes on as strong as they say it
will, we ain't going to be hanging out by the pool. We need to figure out some way to
survive." She fanned the bottom of her Carolina tee-shirt up and down to get some air
circulating.
Dixie shook her head. She didn't seem to be too gung-ho about the plan yet. But
Rebel was determined she would get her on board and hopefully sooner rather than later.
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Just like she'd gotten her on board about the deer cameras. At first, Dixie had had
the same look in her eyes whenever Rebel insisted she kept hearing people scratching
around outside late at night. But Dixie had helped her strap up a few deer cameras
anyway. Too bad the criminals sensed it-either that or Misty, the feral cat was somehow
linked to their scheme. Rebel never did like that cat anyway, but it was like every time
she heard a criminal outside, she'd always find tons of pictures on the camera the next
day of Misty-most of them of her licking her butt, one leg splayed in the air like a ballet
dancer. And whenever a criminal would be out back, she'd have pictures of Misty, or
some raccoon getting in the trash bags Dixie or Rebel would sling on the deck when they
needed to go to the dump.
"Everybody's going to think we done opened a zoo with all these animals. How
are we supposed to keep them up?" Dixie asked.
Rebel raised her hand. "Well, that's the good part. I got Earl to let me buy a few
hay bales off him, so when he gets 'em up down there over in the holler, he's going to
bring 'em over. It should cover the goats at least. And the rabbits."
"You getting a goat too?" Dixie asked. Her eyes got big.
Rebel nodded. "Actually, we're getting two. Figured we'd need some milk while
we were hiding out. And goats take up less space than a cow. Besides, free lawnmower."
Mama said she had a goat when she and Daddy first got married and it helped keep the
grass mowed clean so the neighbors wouldn't complain or mow it for them. Even though
Rebel liked hopping on the old Snapper and mowing the grass every once in a while, she
hadn't had as much time lately to do it since her hours at work picked up. And Dixie
hated mowing. Rebel would be helping them both out by getting goats.
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Dixie shook her head. "I don't want the whole town thinking we gone crazy out
here. I want all this stuff gone by tomorrow if possible because I have a student coming
over for her piano lesson and if she sees all this, she might send her husband over here to
check us into a mental hospital." She rubbed a hand over her arm and stared at one of the
chickens. It scratched the ground in a dance, then pecked up a bug.
Rebel got all twisted up inside. Her sister was such a control freak sometimes. But
to keep up the chances of her getting on board with the plan, she needed to do what she
asked.
So, the next morning, she set out early to clean the vines off Blue's old dog
kennel before she had to be at work. But she only got half-way done. The goats would
take care of the rest later. She rounded up all the bantam chickens-which was a task
because they overtook the yard and every time she'd try to grab one, it would flail around
like she was about to chop its head off or something and she'd have to let it go before it
clawed her hand off. So, she went and got the pool net. She ran around the yard catching
chickens the way some people catch butterflies.

***
"I appreciate you cleaning up the yard," Dixie said when she got there that
evening. But Rebel just nodded and kept quiet, stood with her hands on her hips and her
lips pursed. She wasn't about to tell her what else she'd done that day. That a pot-bellied
pig named Wilbur was in Dixie's room because that was the only place she could get him
before she heard Dixie pull up in the driveway. And now, she had to get him to go in her
own room without Dixie knowing.
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The piano student played a song soft and slow, so maybe that would be as good a
time as any to try to get the pig across the hall and to her room. Maybe it would relax him
more. But when she went to grab him, he slipped out of her hands and thumped into the
door. The music stopped for a second and Rebel stood still. But then the music continued.
She glanced around Dixie's room to see if she had anything to help get this pig out and
she smiled when she saw that one of Dixie's dresses had a cloth belt on it. She could tie
that around his neck and use it like a leash. And she did. He sat still enough, but as soon
as she opened the door, Wilbur took off down the hall, right toward the living room.
"Wilbur, you get back here." Rebel tried to grab him. "Don't mind the pig, don't
mind the pig. Keep on playing the piano. You're doing good. Keep it up." Wilbur crashed
into the coffee table; Mama's vases shattered across the floor. He hit the fireplace,
knocking the gate out of the way. And the woman who was at the piano perched on top of
the piano stool, screaming the whole time.
As soon as Rebel wrestled the pig to the ground-he sure was a fighter-the
piano student jumped from the stool and ran toward the French doors.
Rebel had to get Wilbur out of the living room before he broke anything else. She
straddled him and held onto the belt-good thing Dixie hadn't seen that-and got him to
her bedroom. When she got back and saw Dixie holding on to what was left of one of the
vases with her mouth open-and when it had sunk in just which vases had gotten
broken-she stood with her hands over her mouth. "I didn't mean to." She picked up two
of the cobalt blue pieces of the vase and tried to piece them together. Those were the
vases Dixie inherited from Mama if they ever decided to sell her house and get their own
place. Rebel would have to give her something of hers later. "But you wouldn't let me
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keep him outside, so what was I supposed to do?" She raised her shoulders a little for
emphasis, then laid the pieces back on the table.
Dixie shook her head. "Well, first off, I think you need to quit that job because
apparently those UV rays from the tanning beds have done got to your head. And second
off, I think you need to stop watching those crazy shows."
"But it ain't crazy. I talked to Billy today and he says he believes it too. He's done
started getting some freeze-dried food for his family, but he ain't said a word to anybody
'cause he don't want anyone trying to steal his food when the end comes." She pushed
the screen door open and stepped out onto the splintered deck. She held the door open so
Dixie could follow her. Rebel pulled some leaves off the beech tree beside the rabbit
hutch and fed them to the rabbits. She'd moved the rabbit hutch to the deck so nothing
would try to eat them.
"Well, why don't you and Billy set out and have some kind of hide-out shelter or
something together?" Dixie crossed her arms and stood there like a flamingo.
"I don't think his wife would like it if I intruded on them like that." She didn't
look at Dixie, but at Clover who was sniffing at his water bottle. The little ball started
clicking as he drank.
"Well, what ifl don't like it if you intrude on me? Does that matter at all?" Dixie
put a hand to her forehead, then pushed it back in her hair.
Sweat dripped down Rebel's chest and back. "I'm trying to save your life. Didn't
you learn nothing from Mama? Family is the most important thing. We supposed to be in
this together and you got the hardest head. Stubborn as an ox. Always have been."
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"Not stubborn. Just not crazy like you." Dixie turned and opened the screen door.
"And don't bring Mama into this. I think she would have agreed that what you're doing is
crazy."
Rebel threw a beech leaf at the ground, right near her foot. "Fine. Don't believe
me then. But when the end comes, I'm going to be all set and ready and you're going to
be one of the ones I have to fight off. Because I ain't helping someone survive who thinks
what I'm doing is crazy. Look at Noah and think about what happened to all those people
who laughed at him." She put her hand up in a sweeping motion. "Swoosh, washed away.
And I'm telling you, you don't want to be one of those people."
Dixie shook her head and grabbed her keys. She left for a few hours which was
good because Rebel needed to calm down and finish figuring out where she would put all
their canned food so they could get to it sooner when the solar flare came. And she didn't
feel like arguing with Dixie anymore tonight about it. She was tired of arguing. That's all
they did ever since Mama died.

***
Over the next few months, Rebel learned more and more about what she needed
to do to prep for the end of the world and make sure she and her sister were covered good
for it, since Dixie wasn't concerned about dying. But it made it so hard when Dixie kept
complaining about everything she tried to do-moving the cans, storing water jugs on the
carport, taking up all the fridge room with eggs and milk, when Dixie didn't like eating
eggs or drinking milk that much. But, when she had first started prepping, Rebel had no
idea how much it would cost to feed all those animals. Rebel about needed more hours at
the tanning salon to be able to feed all the chickens, the goat, the rabbits and the pig. And
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the rabbits were multiplying like crazy. She'd need to buy materials to build them a
bigger hutch soon once she got more money. And Dixie kept telling Rebel she wished she
would step up and be more responsible, even though Rebel thought she was.

***
One day, while Rebel was getting the eggs out from under her chickens, Dixie
came out the back door with a towel on her arm. "Rebel, can you come inside? I need to
talk to you."
"Can it wait a minute? I just got a few more eggs to get," she said, leaning down
to make sure she didn't miss any eggs. One day, she must have left one in there too long
because when Dixie went to crack it on the side of the pan, the whole room smelled like
sulfur for hours.
On her way inside, Rebel flipped over the metal tub that she had put out when she
tried to give the goats a bath a few days ago. It had filled with water and started breeding
mosquitoes. That's just what she needed. Mosquitoes loved her. Mama said it was
because she tasted like sugar. She glanced over to the line of cedar trees that separated
their property from Betsy's, bounced past the edge of their own sided house, and went
inside.
Dixie stood by the sink when Rebel came in with the basket full of eggs. Rebel
almost dropped the basket when she saw the half-folded paper on the table. The electric
bill. Dixie dried off the last dish and picked up the bill. She'd already opened it, probably
because it had a red stamp on the outside of it and the last one was still on the counter,
torn open.
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"Did you know that the electric bill was due two weeks ago?" Dixie asked. She
leaned back against the formica countertop. Pieces on the edges broke off and fell in the
floor.
Rebel sighed and nodded. "I'm sorry. I was going to pay it, but I just didn't have
the money. I didn't know they'd send it again." She started arranging the eggs by size
small ones on the right, big ones on the left.
"So are you planning on paying it any time soon?" Dixie asked.
Rebel held one of the eggs in her hand. It had a little bump on it and she tried to
scratch it off. "I've been trying to figure that out. Still thinking."
"Keeping all this stuff up takes a lot out of you, doesn't it?" Dixie asked.
Rebel sighed. "It sure does. I just wish I could sit by the pool and relax. I'm so
tired of being broke and worn out all the time. Don't even have enough money to stop by
Arby's for a sandwich. I like their sandwiches. These animals are eating me out of house
and home."
Rebel leaned back in her chair and brushed a hand over the stubble on her legs. "I
got to get some more grass seed too because the ground is a mud pit from the goats and
pig. I had to run across the street the other day to get one of the goats out of the
neighbors' yard because they done ate up everything we got here." She blew out her
breath and ran a hand through her hair. Rebel didn't say it, but with Dixie always nagging
about all this stuff, she kept a headache and she didn't know how much more of the stress
she could take. As a matter of fact, she was sure Dixie was about to say something now.
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But instead, Dixie pulled herself on the counter, her long legs reaching halfway to
the floor. She put her circle pendant necklace up to her mouth and pressed the chain
between her lips. She didn't even look at Rebel.
Rebel glanced at the bill again. She only had five dollars in her checking account
and she didn't get paid for two weeks. And she knew Dixie spent all she had paying the
other bills. But Dixie always paid her part, even if she had to pick up extra shifts. They
were supposed to be taking care of each other and she had let Dixie down, even though
her original intentions had been good. "I guess we've got to get rid of some of the
animals to get money," she said. "I want to keep some of my chickens though."
Dixie started to laugh. "Okay," she said, her purple chipped nails on her knees. "I
think we could do that."
Rebel twisted her ring around. "I want to keep Wilbur too though. I've kind of
gotten attached to him." She tapped her sandaled foot on the floor. "Well, I don't know
though. I guess I could part with him. He'd probably bring in a lot of money for us. I
know somebody who's been asking about him." She looked up at Dixie, a weak smile on
Rebel's face.
Dixie smiled back and jumped off the counter. She hugged Rebel. ''I'll go get the
computer and I'll help you put them up on Craigslist."

95.
The Trouble With Fire

Andy threw his hands up in the air and bent his knees. The trees blurred past, road
opened up to a straight way before topping the hill. His feet dented into the hood of his
Dad's '73 Chevy. Becky laid on the gas. "Whoo, yeah," he screamed. He beat his chest
with his fists, his buttoned shirt flapping like a cape as the truck neared Buck and his new
girlfriend. Buck jumped in the air, kicking up dust on the side of the road while his
girlfriend waved her hands above her head like porn porns.
Becky braked to a stop and Andy fell into the windshield. "Shit." Dust hazed the
air around them. Andy flailed his arms in the air before jumping on top of the truck.
"What now, bitches?" he screamed to his friends, who now huddled in a group on the
side of the road behind them. He slid into the passenger window. A smile played at
Becky's shiny lips.
"Show off," she said as she kicked the truck in reverse. Gravel crunched under the
tires.
"What?" he said, pulling a pack of cigarettes out of his back pocket. "You're just
jealous you haven't mastered the truck surf yet."
Becky rolled her eyes. "I could if I wanted to."
Andy lit his cigarette. "Bitch, please. You couldn't do that if your ass was on
fire."
Becky threw an arm across the seat, whacking him on the head, as she backed
beside their friends.
"Watch it," he said, smacking her shoulder. When they pulled to a stop, Andy
popped the door open. "Hand it on over," he said, almost before he got out of the truck.
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"How 'bout we make you a deal," Buck said. He spat a dip wad in the dirt, put his
hands in his pockets.
"Naw, man. Hundred dollars cash said I couldn't do it without getting hurt." Andy
patted his legs and turned around with his arms open. "Looks like I'm good as gold.
"Where's my money?"
Buck shook his head and counted out the cash. "'S all I got until I get paid next
month," Buck said. "Might buy you a case or two." His girlfriend held onto his arm and
smacked her gum.
Andy glanced at Becky, who had her dingy red Chuck Taylor shoe propped up
against the white and black truck. She tied the laces. Her long, tanned legs shone in the
sunlight.
He scrubbed his tennis shoe into the dirt, fingered his chapstick and rewetting
drops in his pocket.
"Better be a beer or two in it for me." Becky slapped Andy on the back. "You'd
have never made it if it wasn't for me."
Andy fanned his money before stuffing it in his pocket. "You know," Andy
shrugged and kicked the gray gravel. "I usually do all right by myself." The brown
stubble on his neck scratched his fingers. He needed a haircut soon.
Becky pulled her brown curls into a ponytail, then dropped it down her back.
"Yeah, if you call running into a phone pole all right, I guess you'd be on the 'A' list."
She laughed.
Andy punched her in the arm. She slapped the top of his head.
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Buck stepped between them and put out a tanned arm. "Hey, hey. Cut it out,
lovebirds."
Becky hit Buck in the back of the head. "Eww, no." She bit the skin around her
fingernails and glanced at Andy. Becky reached across and punched Andy's arm again
before walking off to jump in the bed of Buck's diesel. She sure did know how to punch.
"Come on, Bubba. Drive me home," she said. "And Andy, why don't you bring that beer
down to our house this Saturday? We're having a big bonfire for our birthday. BYOB."
Andy nodded and watched as Becky situated herself on the tire well. She jolted
back when Buck took off, hair whipping behind her.

***
Twenty minutes later, Andy pulled into the long, gravel driveway. He spun up
gravel and swerved into the tum-around near the house. His dad leaned over his table
saw, the sawdust from a piece of plywood spraying the wooden porch steps. He glanced
up at Andy as the saw made the last cut and the extra piece of the board fell to the
ground.
"Hold the tape measure on the end of this pl ywood for me here, if you will," his
dad said.
Andy held the end of the tape on the pl ywood and his dad pulled the pencil out
from beneath his dingy Cardinals baseball cap and scored a mark on the board. "You can
let go of that now," his dad said as he flicked the tape measure. He hooked it on the side
of his jeans before pulling the plywood toward him and lining it up with the saw again.
"Whatcha working on?" Andy asked.
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His dad glanced up at him through sawdusty safety glasses, eyebrows raised.
"Something you're supposed to be helping with. Your Mama's new bookcase."
Andy picked up a piece of notebook paper from the sawhorses and looked at his
dad's sketched drawing. "Well, looks like you've got a good plan here."
"Ain't too bad, I guess," his dad said, as he pushed the plywood across the table
saw.

Andy got on the other end and guided the board across. The wood shavings

gathered on the black hairs on his dad's hands, and Andy stared as he pushed the board
across with precision in spite of having lost his pointer finger and the end of his thumb in
a sawing accident the year before.
"Where's you off galavanting to today, anyhow?" his dad asked. "Hold that there
and let me make sure that's going to fit." He butted the side of the bookcase to the
bottom. His tee-shirt darkened in the middle of his back and around his arm sleeves.
"Just messing around with some friends. You know," Andy said. He wiped the
gritty sawdust from the insides of his elbows and it stuck to the sweat, left red traces
down his arms.
His dad set down his tape measure, picked up the nail gun, and shot nails into the
base of the bookcase. "Don't tell your Mama. You know how much she worries about
you. You lucky she was in the bathroom today when school called."
"School's stupid," Andy said. The ta-tac-um of the nail gun seemed to reinforce
his words.
"You ain't got to explain nothing to me. I's a teenage boy at one time like you.
I'm just warning you that you got to be more careful, sometimes, in more ways than one.
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I know some of the things I used to do as a boy weren't always the safest. And if! had it
to do over, I sure as hell wouldn't have done some of what I did."
Andy smirked.
His dad hauled the big sheet of plywood to the back of the frame and Andy helped
secure it, while his dad shot it with nails.
His dad adjusted his hat, the sweat ring staining the blue darker. "Now that you've
had all your fun today, why don't you help me do a test fitting? We got to make sure this
is gon' fit in that comer between the chest of drawers and the wall."
Both men hauled the half-finished bookcase up the steps and through the door of
the house.

***
Andy always liked Buck and Becky's parents' house, but in recent years, he'd
gotten where he especially liked it when they were gone for the weekend. And Becky had
told him that their dad had gone on call down near the coast for a hurricane that was
about to hit the Virginia Beach area. Last they'd heard, though, it had subsided into a
tropical storm, but power lines would probably still be down. Their mom had told the
kids she was going out with a few friends, but that she better not find her house tom up
when she got back the next day.
Buck, Becky, Andy and a few other people sat in the cool grass that evening
smoking weed and drinking beer. They had turned on the floodlight on the side of the
house, but the August heat filled their lungs, made it hard for any of them to want to start
a bonfire quite yet.
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"My 'rents are on my trail about skipping school," Buck said. He flicked the end
of his blunt into the chunks of wood in front of them. "I think they might know
something's going on.'
"Dude, I thought you gave the school another number to call," Andy said. He
loved Buck and Becky's parents, but they weren't always the smartest people.
Buck shook his head. "They're like damn aliens or something. Might be a UFO
flying over right now, spying on us."
Becky and the other guys laughed.
"Well, you know what I'd tell them?" Andy said. He jerked his pants down and
stuck his butt in the air. "You can kiss my ass, fuckers."
Becky shielded her eyes and fell back on the grass laughing.
"Damn. It's so bright. The moon must have fell from the sky," Buck said.
The group laughed. Becky took a sip of her beer. Her right Chuck Taylor shoe
was half-unlaced and she rocked it back and forth, pulled her left foot up into her crotch.
Her freckled hands clasped onto the top of her foot, then went up past her waist, her
small, round breasts and pushed her hair on top of her head. Hard to believe she was the
same freckled-faced girl he met in middle school, who wore thrift store tee-shirts and
hand-me-down jeans then and now, but who now seemed to fill them out in just the right
places. Andy caught her smile, then glanced away, pretending to stretch. A bat dove in
flight, snapped a bug right out of the sky above them, then fluttered away, but no one else
in the group seemed to notice.
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"Okay, so let's do this bonfire thing." Buck stuck his cigarette lighter down to the
wood pile, but the flames were low. The rest of the group joined in, lighting leaves, grass
and twigs.
When the fire got going a little bit, Andy danced near the fire. "Hey a a a, ho. Hey
a a a ho. Fire in the land. Fire in my pants." He grabbed his crotch.
"What are you? An Indian?" Becky asked, throwing another stick into the fire.
Andy stretched out his arms and threw his head back. "I'm speaking to the fire
gods to give us more light." He rubbed his crotch. "And this fire, here, is just for you."
He danced up on Becky.
Becky squealed and threw her head back, her beer sloshing in her Solo cup.
Buck jumped up. "Y'all fuckers are crazy. I got something that will light this
bitch up." He staggered to the shed behind the house.
Andy looked at Becky. Becky shrugged and took a sip of her beer. Some banging
came from the shed and Buck emerged, lifting a five gallon gas container up in the air.
The gas cap dangled from the end. "Whoo," Buck yelled, as he staggered to the fire.
"Hell, yeah. Now we're talking." Andy jumped up.
Buck stumbled. His foot caught in a pot hole and he lost his footing. "Shit." Gas
showered to the ground.
Andy and Becky laughed. Andy clapped. "Look at that drunk motherfucker. Can't
even walk straight."
"Shut up or I'll light your ass up too." When he got to the fire, all three of them
stood beside the small blaze. "Take that." Buck slung the gasoline container at the fire.
The flames exploded, almost catching the tree on fire above it.
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Andy ran and threw himself at Becky. "Aah, save me," he said.
Becky punched him in the arm.
"Oh, shit," Buck said. The flames had trailed away from the fire, heading in a line
toward the shed.
Andy jerked off his shirt and he and Buck beat at the flames, but Andy's shirt
burned more and more and the fire started to spread.
"Becky, get some water," Andy screamed.
Becky nodded and disappeared. The flames engulfed the front of the shed. The
boys continued to try to put it out.
Becky ran back across the yard, the green hose trailing along behind her. When
she got close to the fire, she pulled the trigger and sprayed the ground and the fire. The
fire spread.
"Spray the damn fire," Andy screamed, rushing over to the bigger blaze.
"It's not working," Becky said. The flames lapped at the grass near her feet. Her
face reflected the fire.
Andy raced to the hose,jerked it out of Becky's hand and pulled the trigger.
"Just stay back," he said. "Let me handle this." Out of the comer of his eye, he
watched until Becky got a safe distance from the fire, then sprayed with full force.
Buck swung his arms around and ran around like an idiot. The shed blazed and
embers floated in the air, lighting small fires in other places throughout the yard. Becky
ran inside the house to see if flour would help. Andy heard it helped put out grease fires
and though theirs wasn't a grease fire exactly, it wouldn't hurt to see if it would work.
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She came out and started throwing flour on all the small fires, and the fires started to die
out. They fought the fires for what seemed like forever, until the shed caved in.
A fire truck sounded in the night and Andy looked at Becky. "Bitch, why'd you
call the fucking fire department? Now we'll all get taken to fucking jail."
Becky threw up her hands. "I didn't." She started picking up cups. "Just hide the
beer and weed, we'll play it cool and be all right."
The fire engine pulled into the driveway, but Andy was already halfway to the
woods before it stopped.

***
Andy pulled himself down from the tree stand and fell into the leaves. "Shit," he
said. He pushed himself up and, by the light of the waning moon, started for the clearing
near Buck and Becky's house to get his dad's truck. When he got out of the woods, he
saw Buck and Becky's parents' red Impala parked in the driveway. Fucking neighbors.
They had to be the ones that snitched. Andy glanced at his cell phone and cleared the five
missed calls from Buck and Becky's cell phones. He walked to his truck and tried to
crank it, but the battery light kept coming on and the ignition wouldn't tum over.
"Damn it," he said. He glanced toward the front porch and sighed. The light in
Becky's bedroom was still on, but the rest of the house was dark. So, he flipped open his
cell phone and texted Becky to please come outside.
He leaned back against the side of the truck, lit a cigarette and looked at what was
left of the shed. It still seemed to be smoldering, but it had to be an illusion because the
fire department wouldn't leave until they were sure the fire was out.
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The screen door whined as Becky stepped outside in her bare feet. She had on
pink cotton shorts and a spaghetti strapped tank top. In the front porch light, Andy could
see that her nipples raised under the fabric. "Where the hell did you run off to?"
Andy rubbed the back of his neck. "I thought y'all were behind me."
Becky crossed her arms and raised her eyebrows.
Andy tapped his cigarette pack on his palm and looked at the Impala. "They
called your mom?"
Becky nodded. "My parents are fucking pissed off. Mom said she'd have to wait
for my dad to get back to see what we're going to have to do. We're lucky we were able
to stash all the weed and beer before the police got here and checked things out. They
were going to charge us with arson until they realized we lived here." Becky bit at her
fingernails.
"Do your parents know who all was here?" He lit the cigarette.
Becky shook her head. "All we told them was that it was mine and Buck's fault,
that we had took you home early because you weren't feeling good. We shouldn't have
saved your ass though. It was as much your fault as it was any of ours. And now you just
come back here to see what kind of trouble we got in."
"That's not it," Andy said. He flicked the ashes off the end of his cigarette into the
driveway. "My truck won't start."
Becky held on to the door handle. "You're fucking worthless," she said, as she
disappeared into the house. She came back out a few minutes later with her purse and her
keys and they whole way home, neither talked, but just blasted the air conditioning and
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radio. Andy chain smoked, the smoke cloud blocking him from seeing the hard line of
Becky's jaw.

***
Andy rode his four-wheeler the next day, fast out back in his dad's hunting field.
He stood up and let the wind whip his tee-shirt as he bumped over pot holes and small
hills. The fuzz off the tops of the fescue hay flew in the wind and snapped off into the
grill as the four-wheeler flattened the stalks. When Andy got to the edge of the woods, he
killed the engine and pulled out his dip can. He hit it against his jeans a few times before
putting the dip in his mouth. Then, he leaned back against the rack, put his hands behind
his head, feet on the handlebars, and closed his eyes.
Andy didn't want to go to school tomorrow because he wasn't sure what he would
say to Buck and Becky. Not like they could do anything to him, but he still felt bad that
things got so far out of hand. It would have been one thing if it had been his shed. Or if
he'd stayed with them and helped them clean up. Buck and Becky's parents had been so
nice to him and let him stay with them when his mom got so mad the time he got a DUI.
And they had cooked him so many meals over the years.
Something rustled in the woods across the field and Andy sat up and spat the rest
of his dip wad on the ground, then wiped his mouth on his arm. Sweat soaked his back
where he'd had it pressed against the four-wheeler seat and he needed to ride a little more
to get away from the humidity. When he started to crank the engine, he glanced up. A doe
stepped out of the edge of the woods.
Hunting season would be soon and deer were already starting to populate the area.
Maybe he'd get him some good bucks this year. The last couple of years hadn't been too
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great. He could get a good shot from his tree stand where the doe was now and maybe it
would be good to put a feeder on the oak tree near the creek. Maybe Becky could help
him. Maybe this year, he'd even get her to hunt with him. Not that he'd ever asked
before. He'd never done anything alone with her before, but he was sure she had to be a
good shot and at least she knew how to be quiet when told, unlike Buck. The less people
to make noise, the better the chances of coming home with something. She'd told him
stories about hunting with her dad when she was a little girl and boasted that the ten
pointer above the mantle was hers, but Buck always rolled his eyes and told her to shut
up.
The doe stepped soft and a baby deer jumped out in the grass behind her. The
doe's ears flicked back and forth and she stopped nibbling grass to look around. She
seemed to tip-toe through the grass. Andy's dip container fell to the side of the four
wheeler and the doe took off running and leaped toward the woods, the baby close
behind.
Andy leaned up on the front of the four-wheeler and rested his chin on his hands.
The deer's cotton white tail stood straight up and bounced with each jump and her feet
rustled the leaves. The fawn followed, a smaller version of its mother. For deer, running
was a defense mechanism. One day, the mother would leave the baby and it would have
to learn to run from danger, or to stay put and get killed, but it was up to the baby deer to
learn what to do. Just like it was up to humans to learn how to handle problems and deal
with the consequences of their actions once they got old enough. Andy sat up and gripped
the handlebars, popped his back. He bit the inside of his bottom lip, looked at the tall
weeds blowing in the breeze. He had run through that same field to keep from getting a
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whopping when he broke off his dad's Japanese maple with his go-cart when he was
seven, and again, when he snuck out to steal the car when he was fifteen. He'd gotten
good at running. But now, he had run long enough. He waited until rustle of leaves got
farther away and cranked his engine.
Andy rode out to one of the old barns where his dad kept some scrap wood. He
stood at the door for a minute letting the cool damp air take over. Then, he stepped over
the ledge, onto the dirt floor, grabbed some boards, and checked with his cell phone
flashlight to make sure no snakes or black widow spiders were around. When he got as
many boards as he could carry on his lap, he ducked out of the barn. The door creaked as
he pushed it to and the sun beat on his back as he headed home.
When Andy got home and rolled the four-wheeler into the shed, he walked by his
dad, who watered azalea bushes in front of the house.
"Hey, Dad?" Andy said. His back tensed and he folded his arms.
His dad met his eyes. "Yeah, son?"
The mist from the hose sprinkled Andy's bare arms and face as the wind shifted.
"Could you do me a favor?" He rested his arm on the wooden porch rail. It creaked under
his weight.
His dad laughed. "It depends on what it is." He put down the garden hose. His
shoulders sagged from years of hard labor at the furniture factory, and the crows' feet
around his eyes were visible in the evening sun.
Andy's shirt stuck to his back. The cicadas chattered. "Well, if it's not going to be
a problem, I would like to borrow your wood tools for a few days, maybe weeks. I don't
know yet."
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"Sure, son. Any time," he said. "I'm glad to see you're finally getting into some
woodwork. What are you going to build that takes that long?" His dad's eyes gleamed. It
was the first time he'd seen that look in his eyes in a long time-Andy couldn't
remember just how long it had been-but it made him smile.
Andy shook his head. "I kind of fucked up and I need to help some friends out."
His dad took a deep breath and let go of the garden hose trigger. The water
dripped off the bottom of the silver spout. "Is it something I can help with?"
Andy shook his head. "I appreciate your offer, but I need to do this myself."
His dad patted him on the back and smiled. Maybe he would get started over the
weekend.
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Imprints

"Can I go meet my Daddy, Lai?" Grace asked. She scraped her pink and white
tennis shoe into the dirt; silver dust clouded around her feet.
"I'm sorry, but you can't leave here. Not until you're born," Lailah said. She
brushed her hands on her robe. Her soft features glowed in the sunlight. A rainbow
arched across the sky, tinting everything below with color. That meant one of them was
leaving Aria and going to Earth soon, but it couldn't be her. She still had four months.
Grace sat down on the grass and picked bee flowers, started stringing them
together in a bracelet. She liked the pink ones best. "But can't I know who he is?
Everybody else's Daddy will be there once they're born. You said mine would be taken
away to heaven."
Lailah sat down on the grass beside Grace and put a hand on her arm. "I tell you
what," she said. She gestured toward the road, where none of the kids were allowed to go
without adult supervision. "The conductor is scheduled to travel to Earth tomorrow to
deliver one of the children to her parents. I'm sure he wouldn't mind if you hopped on the
train. It's not too far down the road from your parents' house."
"Oh, thank you. Thank you," Grace squealed. The bracelet bounced in her hands.
When Lailah handed the conductor-Old Smokey, as the kids liked to call him
because of his smoky eyes and hair-the ticket the next day and whispered something to
him, the little girl who was going to be born climbed the steps and took her seat. Grace
followed her but stopped in front of Old Smokey, who waited at the steps. Old Smokey
just smiled and winked at Grace, took off his blue and white striped hat and said he'd
take good care of her. He must not have remembered the time she and some of the other
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kids dared each other to run across the top of the train cars while it waited for a repair at
the broken down train depot on the other side of Aria. He'd caught them and said they
best stay away from his train, but she was grateful now that he agreed to let her on. She
pulled her leather suitcase to her side and breathed out as she mounted the steps, taking
her seat by the window. The extra barn-red train cars lined the silver tracks beside the
train, their windows reflecting the blues and purples of the sky and soon her train
rumbled past them all, the bumps vibrating her body.
Cows dotted the hills like flecks of pepper and barn silos poked into the Virginia
skyline. The other little girl sat beside her on the train, but when Grace tried to speak to
her, the girl just clasped her hands in her lap and smiled without saying a word. Grace
glanced down at her own denim overalls and scrubbed at the dirt stains on her legs, gazed
at the blur that passed her train window. She tried to imagine what Daddy could be like.
Would he look like her? Would he like to catch frogs or build sand people? She leaned
back against the seat and waited until the train squealed to a stop in front of an old
plantation house.
Old Smokey helped her off the train and patted her on the back. She stepped
forward a little bit and when the breeze from the train chilled her back, she turned and
only saw the hills and cedar trees behind her.
She stepped up to the front porch. The white paint peeled off the siding and
columns; the air smelled of hay and diesel. She took a deep breath and walked up to the
red door, put her hand up to it. When it disappeared through the other side, she gasped
and jerked back, examining her hand to make sure it was still there. She stamped her foot
on the porch and the boards sounded hollow. Sun glinted off the window and Grace
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stepped over to it to make sure she wanted to go in; the floorboards creaked beneath her
feet. When she put her hand up to the window to shield her face, the glass was cold and
solid. Shadowed figures moved around inside and she gasped. She stepped back over to
the door, her heart beating fast. No one was behind her watching, so she stepped one foot
through, then the other. Grace set her suitcase down and wiped herself off before walking
through high-ceilinged rooms.
The floor inside didn't give with her steps the way the porch did and she could
barely hear her own breath. Her heartbeat filled her ears and she stepped over to a small,
wooden table. A figurine of a brown-haired lady in a green fluffy dress, dancing with a
small child stood beside one of two little boys sitting on a rock, their fishing poles
extended into an imaginary pond. A gold lamp with glass-flowered shade stood over
them. Grace looked up and felt like the room would swallow her. If she spoke, it might
even echo. A silver twang filled the room along with a low hum. As she passed the
partition that separated the entryway from the living room, her breath caught in her lungs.
A man slumped low on the worn-out chair. His bottom lip poked out and he held
a banjo across his lap. He scratched at his scruffy chin, then ran his pick over the banjo
strings. She felt she had a connection with the man who smelled of the red Virginia clay
and sweet tobacco. It must be Daddy. If only she could talk to him now, but she couldn't.
Not while he was awake. She could only enter in through his dreams and if she tried to
otherwise, she would have to be taken back home at that minute.
He strummed his banjo, a song she would later learn was String Bean's "Chewing
Gum." She put a hand over her mouth to hide her giggles as her father pushed his lips out
and made a chomping sound in his throat. She sat down beside him and tried to see if she
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could touch him. She pushed a finger into the banjo and she could feel the smooth
surface. But when she tried to touch her father's arm, her hand passed through. Her father
swung his head around toward her and called to the kitchen. For a second, she thought he
looked at her. She jerked her hand back. "Hey, Darlin'." He picked up a Dixie cup and
spat in it.
A short doll-like woman, with brown flowing hair, rushed through the kitchen, a
towel slung across her shoulder. Who was she? Grace thought. The woman's stomach
swelled. "I wish you'd quit that racket. I got a headache."
"Aww. It ain't that bad, is it?" he asked. He grabbed the towel out of her hand and
popped her on the butt.
She jumped and squealed. "Tim Saunders, you quit that," she said, grabbing the
towel and walking back to the kitchen. She held pot holders around each side of the metal
pan and steam rose as she poured the tea into the pitcher that sat in the sink.
Her father laughed as he laid his banjo in its case at his feet. "Darlin'? You feel
like pouring me a glass of that there sweet tea?"
"I ought to make you get it yourself, but I'll be nice." She set the pot back on the
stove and filled the pitcher with water.
Hours later, Grace stood in the bedroom beside him. She could see in the dim
light from the nightlight, his eyes rolled around beneath his eyelids. He looked like he
was asleep. So, she put a hand on his forehead and closed her eyes. The darkness
lightened behind her eyelids and she heard car tires on pavement. When she opened her
eyes, grime and trash covered the broken street. Shops stood in a row, their blue and
white striped awnings faded by time.
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Her father gripped her hand in his and both their palms sweated together. She
liked the feeling of being so close to him. Like the blood and sweat flowed through them
and created an energy that bubbled all around her. He popped open a can of Wintergreen
with one hand and let go of her hand to stuff some in his bottom lip. "So, your Mama
says you want to be a princess for Halloween," he said, looking down at Grace. His s's
whistled and sounded airy.
She glanced around, wondering if it was safe to speak. "Yeah," she said, her voice
low and weak. She looked back in front of her to make sure Old Smokey had not come to
take her away.
Her father laughed. "Wasn't that what you were last year? Why don't you want to
be something else?"
"Like what?" she asked. She skipped to try to avoid the cracks on the sidewalk.
They passed "Grogan's Treasures," a store that had all kinds of stuff in the windows: a
white birdcage that had been repainted over and over, an old vacuum cleaner, a fake
chandelier, a rusty chainsaw. The edge of the building gave way to an alley. Ivy twisted
and wove through the iron fence, then climbed up the sides of the buildings. She ran her
fingers over the bumpy rust on the fence.
They stopped in front of "J.J. 's Bait and Tackle," and her father spit the rest of the
tobacco into the street. "A fisherman," he said, and pointed to the camouflage hat in the
window.
The store smelled like rubber and live bait, and fishing rods lined the wall like
boat masts.
"Pick you out one," her father told her and gestured toward the smaller rods.
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She smiled and moved toward the rods. "This one," she said, pointing to a bright
pink one.
Her father laughed. "I thought you'd say that," he said and pulled the rod off the
wall.
She felt herself drifting away and before she knew it, she could see her father in
bed the way he had been just moments earlier. He opened his eyes and sat up, rubbed a
hand over his hair. Then, he reached for the glass of water beside his bed, ran a hand over
his head, eyes squinted, forehead wrinkled, but he didn't speak. He touched Mama's side.
She turned over and they kissed.
Grace waited for the next time he slept, followed him around the house learning
how her father lived when he wasn't asleep. She learned he liked to take his shirt off and
rub a hand over his big belly. He liked to sing, his voice ringing out in a strong baritone.
She sat down on the chair beside him and let the sounds vibrate in her body. Grace later
learned that his favorite songs were Gospel hymns like "Amazing Grace" and "How
Great Thou Art," but he also liked listening to and watching String Bean and Grandpa
Jones. He liked to go outside and sit on the porch steps, putting his mud-caked boots on
and then walk to the fields. And in the evenings, he liked to sit on the couch in front of
the radio and listen to "The Shadow" and "The Whistler" while Mama fried chicken and
chopped carrots. Grace listened to them with him, looked at her father's face as he
furrowed his eyebrows and broke out in a deep laughter at times. He would scoot up
closer to the edge of the couch. By the time it was over, all he had to do was reach out his
hand a few inches and tum off the radio dial. Sometimes, she read his books; he had a
huge collection of them on the walls and one on her list was about dreaming.
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When he got tired and had to go to bed, the sunlight still pouring through the
blinds, she waited until his mouth opened and his breathing deepened. Then, she hopped
on the side of the tractor with Daddy to learn how he tilled the field, how the grass
became dirt beneath the blades on the tractor and the smell of the bare earth filled the air.
She followed along behind him as he dropped the seeds into the earth, cucumbers and
beans. A bird flitted and fluttered through the sky and she watched as it made loops,
landed on the ground, then hopped to a tree branch. Her father stepped back and put a
hand around her shoulder.
"You know why it's called a catbird, don't you?" He pointed to the tree branch
where it landed.
She shook her head and let the seeds fall out of her hand and scatter the ground. "I
don't know. It doesn't look like a cat."
"If it sees a cat, it'll swoop down and attack it and grab some of its fur for a nest,"
he said.
She raised her eyebrows. "Nah, unh."
Her father nodded and looked her straight in the eyes. "And you better watch out.
'Cause sometimes, when there's no cats around, they take hair from other things, like
your head." He poked her in the side and she squealed.
"Give me your hat then," she said, and jerked his hat off his head. She ran as he
chased her. They ran circles around the garden until he gave out first, bent himself over
and put his hands on his knees, heaving out short breaths. They laughed and laughed until
he said it was time for a water break and they went inside.
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One night they went fishing. Her dad had a grass seed pod stuck in his lips and a
straw hat pushed forward on his eyes. She had on a light cotton dress-blue, like the sky,
like her father's eyes. "One of these days, you're going to make something of yourself,"
he told her. The piece of grass shook between his lips and he pushed the hat out of his
eyes.
She smiled. She pulled at her fishing line to see if she had a bite. "Daddy," she
said. "Did you always want to be a farmer?" She slid over closer to him and could feel
the heat from bis body.
He sat up on his elbows. "Yep. Closest to God out there in them fields. I'm pretty
sure God has a tractor or two." He laughed. "Or at least a garden. Why do you think the
first place he made was the Garden of Eden?"
She looked up to the sky at the cloud that looked like train smoke. "Yeah." She
sat up and adjusted her fishing rod. "I want to be a farmer too."
Her father laughed. "Women ain't farmers."
"Why not?" Grace put her hands on her hips, scrunched up her freckled face.
"'Cause, it's a lot of work and y'all weren't made for all that hard work. You
might be a farmer's wife, but you ain't gon' be a farmer."
Her eyes narrowed. "Well, I'll be the first woman farmer then. I can do whatever
you can do." Her rod jerked between her hands and she held on tight.
"Reel it in." He stood behind her, his hands warm on hers.

***
For a whole week, it seemed her father stayed in bed, but he seldom went to sleep.
Mama brought him food and drink, but the circles under his eyes darkened and sank in.
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The word cancer came up a lot and Grace tried to understand what that meant. Only later
would she understand that the cancer growing inside of his lymph nodes was a rare kind
of cancer that spread fast and caused pain. She put her hand on his forehead and closed
her eyes, but she couldn't get in. It was like he was between dreaming and waking and
every time Grace would put a hand on his forehead, her fingers would slip right through
him. She gasped and tried to touch his arms, but the same thing happened. She paced
back and forth and sat on his bed, looking at him, watching him breathe for days at a
time, knowing her time limit.
Grace slipped the book about dreams from the bookcase. The binding pulled away
from the book and the blue gauzy, cloth-like cover wore away on the edges. When she
opened the book, it smelled of must and the pages yellowed with age and stains, but it
didn't block out all the words. The book began by talking about what dreams were, then
moved to the importance of dreams. Grace learned that dreams can be a key to the future,
a link to the past. They can be so vivid you can remember them in detail, or so vague you
only wake with a feeling. She reread the part about the intensity of dreams and gasped.
What if she didn't remember any of their memories once she was born? What if he died
without knowing her?
Grace fingered the dove whistle Lailah had given her before she left. Lailah had
said that if she blew it once, Old Smokey would hear it, and if she blew it twice, Lailah
would hear it-her escape home if she needed it. She placed it between her lips and blew.
Lailah was there beside her before she even stopped blowing the line of signal.
"Ready to leave so soon?" she asked.
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Grace shook her head. "No." She picked up a rock her father used as a
paperweight and juggled it between her hands. "I know how we had that deal that I could
only talk to him when he's asleep, but I was wondering if we could change that. Or if he
could somehow know I'm there while he's awake."
Lailah shook her head. "We can't make physical contact with humans. Dreaming
is as far as we're allowed."
"But what if he doesn't know me? I want him to know me just like I know him.
I'm not sure the dreams are real enough." She pointed to the book. "It says here
sometimes people don't remember their dreams."
Lailah glanced at the book where Grace kept her finger marking the place.
"My dreams are different than these, right?" Grace asked.
Lailah swayed back and forth. "Dreams are earthly, no matter how they go."
Grace sighed. "Then, I have to talk to him. In real life."
Lailah shook her head again, her blonde curls shivering in the incandescent light.
"I'm sorry, but that's not something I can agree to. And I wouldn't suggest you try
because it's not safe for him. It will make him go quicker." And with that, Lailah
disappeared and left Grace on the cold wooden chair.
Mama talked in a lot of hushed tones and Grace heard something about his mind
going one time when she was on the phone. Grace gasped and put her hand on his
forehead again. She tried to think him better because maybe if he heard her thoughts, he
would know she needed him to stay with her. Mama held on to her stomach and Grace
felt warmth around her. Mama's eyes shone like marbles and people Grace didn't know
kept coming in and out.
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Grace climbed in bed beside Daddy and snuggled beneath the covers. She lifted
herself up on one elbow and stared at his face, ran her fingers over the wrinkles around
his eyes. How could she get in? She traced her finger over the little hump on the bridge of
his nose and wished she could feel his skin and bones, thought there had to be another
way to get in his mind. A white line circled his forehead and sunk in where his hat rested
when he worked. She put her hand on his lips, but they stayed silent and he didn't dream.
One night, he lay in bed asleep. Grace was on the chair in the comer and Mama
was asleep beside him. He woke with a jerk and started coughing, convulsing. Blood
speckled the covers and Mama jumped up from bed. Grace's heart beat faster.
Mama patted him on the back and asked if he needed anything, if there was
anything she could do, but he shook his head. He touched Mama's swollen stomach and
Grace felt warmth on her side. She put her hand there and held it close. Mama rested a
hand on top of his hand, not once looking up into his eyes.
"I wonder what she'll be like," he said, tears forming in his eyes. She felt his hand
stroking her side.
Mama didn't say anything, but scrunched her face up.
Her father rolled over to his back, one of his arms holding on to the dingy pillow.
"I wish she could be here now."
Heat rose to Grace's face and she tried to grab her father's hand. Her mouth
wanted to explode the words, "I'm here" like a volcano. It felt like a rock lodged in her
throat and she swallowed, pressed a hand to his forehead again and closed her eyes.
He rolled over, still keeping his hand on Mama's stomach. "I wonder what her
voice will sound like," he said.
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She could speak to him. Lailah hadn't said she wouldn't be able. She could spill
out the words and even though he couldn't see her, he could hear her and she could let
him know how much she loved him and how real her memories with him had been. She
could do it.
Her father closed his eyes, his breathing shallow and Mama pulled his hand off
her stomach, put it to her lips and kissed it. Her eyes watered and Grace could see the
pain in her eyes, the stress of staying up with him and taking him to the doctor wearing
her away. Grace had the power to make this quicker for her Mama, give her relief, but
this was not her decision to make. She laid down beside Daddy, listened to the whisper
that came out of his mouth-some sort of prayer-and didn't wake up until the sunlight
slit between the blinds the next morning.

***
Grace zipped her suitcase shut and waited by the window for Old Smokey. Daddy
slept, but kept making noises in his sleep and scrunching up his forehead. She picked up
his book and slid it back on the shelf with the rest. When the train whistled a few minutes
later, she walked over to Daddy and rested a hand over top of where his hand lay. Then,
she passed by Mama, asleep on the rocking chair, a kitchen towel in her hand. Grace
hoisted her suitcase to her side and turned from the room.
As she neared the train, Old Smokey rounded the engine and opened the door.
Grace climbed up the train steps and Old Smokey smiled at her as he took her suitcase.
She smiled back, then turned to look at the house.
Once she took her seat, the hills blurred by her window. As they got closer to
Aria, a haze settled on the grass, swaddled the trees, and rose above the shimmering
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pond. Nothing looked the same as she remembered. Grace settled against the train, laying
her head against the cold window, and watched as the stars began to pop out of the
lavender sky.
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Mirror Image

If someone were to tell Chelsea bald was beautiful five years ago, she would have
punched them in the face. In fact, if you wanted proof of that, just go ask Aunt Estelle,
who could be little more than an aunt at a few years older than Chelsea and had just
started driving a month earlier. When she'd given her that bald Barbie doll for Christmas
of 2012 in front of everyone in the family, Chelsea had at first tried to hide the doll
among the rest of her gifts, not letting anyone know she'd opened it. First off, she hated
Barbies; second off, eleven-year-old girls did not lose their hair and have to hide behind
wigs or take supplements to make their hair grow back. But, of course, everyone had
noticed, or if they didn't, they would soon hear about it when cousin Jill pointed it out to
everyone. When Chelsea looked up at Aunt Estelle after opening the present, she'd had a
huge smile on her face, like she'd done some kind of good deed for the day and should be
thanked. And she wasn't the only one looking.
"Oh, that's neat. Who's that from?" Jill said, peeping over at the doll.
"Me." Aunt Estelle raised her hand like that eager student who sits at the front of
the classroom, trying to make sure she got on the teacher's good side so she made life
easier for herself, but worse for the rest of the class. "I thought it would help her cope. I
didn't know they made dolls like that."
"Neither did I," Jill said, picking up the doll from between the other presents that
surrounded Chelsea. "Hmm."
She didn't tell Aunt Estelle thank you at the time, and an hour later, when all the
other cousins were playing with their new toys and Charlie ran around the house,
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showing everyone what his new I-pod touch could do, Chelsea tried to find out why Aunt
Estelle had to embarrass her so much in front ofeveryone.
"Why did you have to go get me a stupid doll and let everyone know?" she asked,
standing arms crossed in front ofAunt Estelle.
Aunt Estelle rubbed her blonde locks, the ones she had dyed, probably just for the
occasion. "Well, I thought it might be nice to have something that looks like you. A doll I
mean."
Chelsea screamed, as her neck got hot and before she was fully aware ofwhat she
was doing, she had already balled her fist up and struck her in the face, right on that
perfect little nose ofhers. And Aunt Estelle bawled like a baby. Chelsea had no idea she
could hit that hard and at first she felt great, like she'd just taken all the people she'd
wanted to make quit staring at school and put them all inside ofAunt Estelle, then beat
the living crap out of them all at once.
"Oh, God. What happened?" Mom gasped, rushing to her face like Estelle was the
Queen ofeverything.
And later, when she had to get a splint in her nose and walk around school with
tissues stuck up her nose, and when her nose was still broken at the Valentine dance, that
she had already agreed to go to with Tom Fisher, only then had Chelsea started to feel a
little bit ofremorse-only a little though. Grounding her didn't do it-she didn't do
much anyway besides watch "Hannah Montana" on TV all day, which had gotten to be a
little annoying lately, considering that she had real hair under her wig and could take the
blonde wig off any time she wanted and flaunt around school and no one would even
know the difference.
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Chelsea didn't have a wig yet-Mom told her it was a good idea she should get
one because she was losing so much hair on the top of her head, she was starting to get
bald spots. But she'd always liked her hair. Plus, if she went off getting a wig, there was
no hiding it. No wig she'd seen had brown curly locks the texture of hers that cascaded
down the middle of her back and that everyone was jealous of. In fact, no wig she'd seen
even looked like it was made out of real hair. So for now, she just went to school like she
was and tried to make sure she didn't shake her head too much and that no one noticed
when she'd end up with long strands of hair all over her chair and the floor in every class.
After she'd first found out from the doctor that she had something called Alopecia
Areata, she'd gone into school like always, trying not to call too much attention to
herself. She sat in English class in front of Tia though, who just so decided that today was
the day to play with her hair. She flipped it up on the ends. "I love your hair. It's so
floofy," Tia said.
"Don't do that," Chelsea snapped, turning around to face Tia. Long strands of her
hair covered Tia's desk, but she didn't seem to notice, her eyes wide.
"Why not? You used to always let me play with your hair."
Chelsea shook her head just enough so Tia could see it. "Well, I don't like it
anymore," she said and turned around in her seat.
Tia was Asian and had a cute little blunt cut hairstyle that always seemed to be in
perfect place. She had moved there from somewhere overseas-maybe South Korea
this school year and they had become best friends over the last few months.
But no one-not even Tia-knew that Chelsea was becoming a bald-headed freak
and that every time she washed her hair, her drain got clogged up with it. And every time
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she brushed her hair, big clumps of it gathered in her hairbrush. No one knew. And she
didn't want to do anything to make anyone know, especially not Jimmy.
Jimmy had just moved to Carmel Elementary too-his dad was some kind of
Army guy stationed at Camp Lejeune nearby and he would be there for a little while
before he had to switch bases. His dad had told him that he didn't need to make many
connections because he would be leaving soon, but that was not fair, and Chelsea wanted
to do everything in her power to get him to notice her while he was there.
One day, while the English teacher tried to scare the class to death by having them
read "The Tell-Tale Heart" by Edgar Allan Poe, Chelsea felt something poke her in the
arm and turned to see Tia lean in close. "I've got it. Why don't you drop your notebook
in the floor and make him pick it up. Then, you tell him your name."
Chelsea nodded. They had been trying hard to figure out how to make Jimmy
notice her, when all he seemed to be interested in was hitting people in the head with
paper footballs and spitting spit balls at people at lunch. So far, he hadn't aimed at her
and she was glad. She smacked her notebook a little harder than she anticipated and it
sailed across the aisle, hitting Jimmy in the arm before it fell to the floor. He turned
around, scowled and rubbed his arm.
Chelsea heard Tia stifle a giggle behind her. Chelsea's face turned red.
"I'm sorry. That's mine," Chelsea said.
Jimmy hesitated before reaching for the notebook.
"I'm Chelsea, by the way," she said.
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Jimmy nodded and handed the notebook back to Chelsea. Their hands touched in
the exchange. Jimmy turned around in his seat to face the front of the room and wiped his
hand on his pants.
Tia nodded and smiled.
"Well that didn't work too good," Chelsea said later, when Jimmy just kept
staring at her. In fact, she was almost certain that he was making a paper football to aim
at her when he sat in class after that, but she wasn't sure-he sometimes liked to see ifhe
could hit the teacher square in the eyes and often ended up in the office for failing. One
time, the entire class had broken out in laughter because he flicked one right as Mr. Price
turned around, and he ducked so quick, they thought the air surrounding the football must
have been so strong it knocked him out. Like the wind off a helicopter when you were
standing right under it. Mr. Price was a weird one and when someone asked him how he
could duck down so fast, he turned around with his forehead wrinkled and finger up and
said, "Duck and Cover," then proceeded to write Jimmy up. So, Jimmy ended up in the
office. There was nothing wrong with a bad boy though. Sometimes, it was good to
challenge the system a little bit. All she knew is she had to get him to like her before his
dad pulled him from school and took him away to some other school.

***
Chelsea and Tia stood in the blue tiled bathroom later that day, Chelsea intent on
getting some kind ofsticky stuff off her hands that was all over her desk, and Tia fixing
her hair in the mirror.
"I tried to curl my hair this morning," Tia said, whisping her bangs out of her
eyes. "Can't tell it now though."
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Tia's hair looked fine to her. In fact, it looked really good today, with soft waves
that flowed through it and shone like silk in the bathroom lights.
"I wish I had hair like yours. It's so pretty," Tia said. She frowned at herself in the
mirror.
"No, you don't," Chelsea said, standing beside Tia and looking in the mirror. All
she could see was an ugly freak. How could anyone want hair like hers, especially on a
day like today, when she was tempted to just break down and wear some kind of hat or
scarf on it because it wouldn't lay right. But hats and scarfs brought attention to people
and weren't allowed unless you had a special situation, which she'd been approved for,
but didn't want anyone to know about.
"You 're coming over tonight, right?" Chelsea asked, stepping back from the
mirror.
Tia nodded.
"Good. I need a buffer so I don't kill Aunt Estelle." Her Mom had left to go meet
some of her girlfriends in Wilmington, a trip she made every year at the end of February.
But Chelsea never got invited. Mostly because she was in school. Aunt Estelle usually
watched her, but after their last meeting, she didn't want to see Aunt Estelle and have to
hear her whine about how bad her nose looked in her pictures thanks to her.
And Aunt Estelle wasn't too gung-ho about it either. She agreed that she would
only babysit Chelsea if Chelsea promised she wouldn't punch her in the face again.
Chelsea just told her she could go jump off a cliff for all she cared; she was old enough
not to have a babysitter anyway, but Aunt Estelle insisted that she wasn't, and anyway,
Estelle needed money for some big trip she and some friends were planning for Spring
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Break. They were all going down to Myrtle Beach, probably to do things they never
wanted her to know about. But she knew.

***
Chelsea and Tia sat in front of the TV that night watching Gone with the Wind
and playing out the scenes. Tia told her she could be Scarlett O'Hara because she looked
more like Scarlett and Tia pretended to be Rhett Butler. They had been coloring when
Chelsea bad pulled out a white crayon from the box. White didn't do anything anyway,
so it didn't matter to Chelsea that she peeled the paper off it and put it between her
fingers and her two lips. She acted like she was puffing it. When Scarlett threw herself on
the steps, begging Rhett Butler to stay there with her, Tia had taken the crayon from
between her lips, ran to the door of the den and said, "Frankly, my dear. I don't give a
damn." It was her favorite line because she could cuss and if anyone asked her why, she
could just say she was quoting a movie line. Tia liked that line so much in fact that she
started saying it in regards to everything.
If Chelsea wanted to play Apples to Apples, Tia didn't give a damn. If she wanted
to go eat all the candy Tia brought with her, Tia didn't give a damn. She didn't give a
damn to anything anymore.
"Let's braid hair," Tia said.
"You go first," Chelsea said.
Tia raised her eyebrows and put her hands to her lips. "Frankly, my dear, I don't
give a damn," she said, then plopped down in front of her. Both girls laughed. "But
seriously, my hair doesn't do right when it's braided," Tia said.
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When Chelsea handed her a mirror after they'd finished, Tia frowned. "Never
looks right. See what happens?" Tia said, patting her hand on top of a few stray fly-away
hairs. She shook her head a little bit and the silk strands fell from the braid.
"You're not supposed to shake it," Chelsea said. She pulled the rubber band out of
the bottom of Tia's hair. "Here, let me try again," she said.
Aunt Estelle walked by the doorway to the den and peeped her head in. "Aww.
How sweet. I remember when I used to do that with my friends." She clasped her hands
together. "But you're not worried about doing that with your hair, Chels?"
Her face flushed. "Don't call me Chels. And I'm fine with it." She gave her what
she thought to be a piercing look of warning that if she didn't keep her mouth shut, she'd
let her have it again. So, Estelle just turned and walked out of the room.
"Hey, want to see the new chair Mom got me last week?" Chelsea asked Tia. She
had to do something to get out of there.
Tia nodded, so Chelsea jumped up and led her to her room.
Chelsea plopped down in her mushroom chair. Her mom had gotten her a hot pink
one to match the hot pink and lime green theme Chelsea had been going for in her room.
And it was so comfy.
Chelsea got up and closed her door, then whispered to Tia, "I thought maybe in
here we'd be away from the buzzard."
Tia nodded and dropped down on the bed, while Chelsea put her I-pod on the I
Home and tried to pick out a song so they could dance. She settled on Justin Beiber's
"Baby." He was so hot. Almost as hot as Jimmy, but not quite.
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"What's this?" Tia said and when Chelsea looked up, there was that horrid, ugly,
bald Barbie doll staring at her from behind the plastic. She'd thought she threw that thing
away or something.
Chelsea just stood there.
"You didn't tell me you liked Barbies. I thought you hated them."
Chelsea shrugged her shoulders and started fooling with her I-pod again. "I do
hate them. It was just some crazy joke from Aunt Estelle. I thought I threw it away. You
can have it if you want it."
"I've never seen a bald one before," she said, tilting it to the side. She looked like
she was examining some kind of alien specimen. "Looks kind of weird."
Chelsea's face flushed again. "It does, doesn't it," she said, but deep down, she
was really thinking how Tia, her one and only true friend, would be laughing at her once
all her hair fell out. The rest of the night, Chelsea tried to be talkative, but she couldn't
get the thought of the bald comment out of her head. Maybe it was better to go ahead and
find a wig now. Or maybe right before Spring Break. Spring Break would be better. That
way, people would forget how her hair looked and when she came back, she'd just tell
them she got a new hairstyle or something for a change.

***
The gym teacher told the class to line up to get ready to jog around the gym. Tia
and Chelsea stood side-by-side chattering. When the teacher blew the whistle, the class
started jogging. Jimmy ran by, laughing and ripped the ponytail holder out of Chelsea's
hair, taking a big chunk of hair along with it.
"Ow," Chelsea said, reaching for the back of her head.
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Jimmy stood in shock and dropped the strands of hair and ponytail holder in
disgust.
And then he got the punch in the face too. All the girls in the class who had seen
what happened just laughed and put a hand over their mouths, leaned in toward each
other to whisper in each other's ears. And the guys tried to egg it on. And she almost got
suspended for starting a fight, even though he didn't fight back. He just stood there
holding his eye and crying. The teacher had run over to her and jerked her up by the arm,
then told her to go to the principal's office. But once she had explained herself to the
principal and her Mom had to come and clarify that she was just upset because she had a
condition and he made her feel self-conscious, they let her off on a day of ISS.
Tia ran up to Chelsea when they got ready to get on the bus steps. She high-fived
Chelsea. "You got him good. I bet he won't be messing with you anymore," she said. "I
don't think anybody will."
"He's such a jerk. How did I not see that he was like that?" Chelsea pulled her
bookbag straps on her shoulders.
Tia shrugged. "I don't know. Boys are stupid. And so mean. We don't need them
anyway."
Chelsea nodded, but she wasn't sure if she would ever be able to get the horrible
look on his face out of her head, how disgusted he had looked when he saw a huge chunk
of her hair come out and when she got home that day, she decided she would boycott TV
and sort through all of the TY beanie babies cousin Jill had given her from her collection.
She put them on her dresser, sorted by size and type of animal. She couldn't get the
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thought of what Jimmy had done out of her head and just facing him at school each day
had made her feel self-conscious.
On Saturday, Mom woke her up bright and early, way before the sun had even
come up and asked her if she remembered that Aunt Estelle had paid for them to go to a
seminar down in Fayetteville about Alopecia. They would tell her things she could do to
help herself. Chelsea didn't want to go. She locked herself in the bathroom for a while
staring in the mirror. She wondered if she looked like the other diseased kids. Normal
kids didn't have to go to seminars like this. Why did she? She would be just fine doing
what she was doing so far.
But when her Mom kept knocking on the door checking on her, and she heard
Aunt Estelle say, "I didn't embarrass her, did I?", Chelsea swung the door open and
walked past them both on her way to the door. She was not going to let Aunt Estelle have
the upper hand. She was going to this seminar.

***
It was comforting to hear the director of an Alopecia Foundation talk about
Chelsea's disease and tell how much money they had gotten to fund research. She sat up
on the edge of her seat when people with varying degrees of baldness came up to the
podium and gave their testimonies. Chelsea looked around. She might have resembled a
few of the kids. Seeing them up there and hearing about their struggles had been
inspirational. Her mom had patted her on the back and teared up, and Aunt Estelle blew
her nose like an elephant as she patted her mom's leg. Chelsea just sat there with her
arms pressed in to her sides, waiting to go home.
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In one of the sessions of the seminar, one of the instructors tried to stress how
important a positive attitude was and he said a good thing to do was to stand in front of a
mirror and only say positive things about yourself. It will help to take away all the bad
thoughts, they said.
It was five years later, when Chelsea had finally lost enough hair that she had to
get a wig or be bald, when those words finally sank in. When she stood in front of the
mirror that day and pulled her thin hair back into a ponytail, the ponytail holder kept
sliding off and she bit her lip. She grabbed a toboggan and pulled it over her head, then
stared at herself. Her short hair curled around the edge of the hat. Most people thought
she had cut it, but that wouldn't last, not with the huge clumps she'd just brushed out. Her
button nose and round eyes stared back at her in the mirror and she leaned in closer. It
was normal for a person with Alopecia to lose their hair. It was normal for people to keep
it. What was normal anyway? Normal is just a thing people make up to make other
people who don't fit in feel bad. Normal doesn't exist. She stepped back and looked at
herself. "I am beautiful," she told her reflection, even though it felt weird to say it. But,
somehow, saying those words made her feel beautiful, and she said it again. She threw
the hat to the side. From now on, she would quit hiding who she was. She was the only
one who mattered.
After Chelsea flipped out her light in her bathroom, she hunted the doll out from
under her bed; the dust caked the front of the box, and she opened it. She stroked the top
of the doll's head and set it on her shelf, along with her TY beanie babies.

